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Abstract

This report describes the status and progress of the Dutch RAS programme on
"Recycling and Transmutation of Actinides and Fission Products" over the year
1994, which is the first year of the second 4-year programme. This programme
is outlined and a short progress report is given over 1994, including a listing of
23 reports and publications over the year 1994.
Highlights of 1994 were: the completion of long-lived fission-product
transmutation studies, the initiation of small-scale demonstration experiments in
the HFR on Tc and I, the issue of reports on the potential of the ALMR
(Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor) for transmutation and the participation and
international cooperation on irradiation experiments with actinides in inert
matrices.
The remaining chapters contain more extended contributions on recent
developments and selected topics, under the headings: Benefits and risks of
partitioning and transmutation, Perspective of chemical partitioning, Inert
matrices, Evolutionary options (MOX), Perspective of heavy water reactors,
Perspective of fast burners, Perspective of accelerator-based systems, Thorium
cycle, Fission-product transmutation, End scenarios, and Executive summary and
recommendations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1991 the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation E(ZN has defined a
programme on recycling and transmutation of long-lived nuclides, in particular
actinides and fission products. This programme is known under the Dutch
acronym RAS [1,2], and its current size amounts to 13,5 pmy/y. Since 1991 a
number of studies have been carried out in the framewnrk of this programme,
and international cooperation and networks have been established. Recently, a
status report on the RAS programme for the period 1990-1993 [1] was issued in
the framework of a government report on nuclear energy in the Netherlands
("Dossier Kernenergie 1993"). The RAS-programme is regularly reviewed by a
committee set up by the Dutch Government [2]. The present report describes the
work performed in 1994 in the RAS programme and is written as a follow-up
report of Ref. I1], to enable the review committee to monitor the progress of ~e
RAS programme and ECN’s current views on international developments with
respect to recycling and transmutation. The report contains an extensive
summary with conclusions and views on further developments.

Previous work
One of the conclusions of the above-mentioned previous status report ill is that
the recycling and transmutation of long-lived nuclides by means of irradiation in
various types of reactors or accelerators is in principle feasible. An important
condition for the technical realisation is the partitioning of elements. This
chemical separation should be realised with very small losses. Additionally, it was
concluded that the possibilities of various facilities for transmutation should be
studied further. In addition to minor actinides and tong-lived fission products the
report [1] also comments on problems related w~th the growing stock of civil and
military plutonium. Many other aspects of recycling and transmutation of nuclear
residues are discussed in the report and cannot be summarized here. In the
initial period of 1991-1993 most of the current work, incloding international
cooperation was initiated. The Petten facilities, including the High Flux Reactor of
the European Commission end the Dutch pre- and post-irradiation facilities (like
the LSO laboratory) are used for associated experimental research. The first
irradiations were initiated in June 1994.

Review committee
The review committee was chaired by Dr. J.N.C. van Geel (ITU, Karlsruhe) and
was made up of nuclear experts from government departments, research
institutes and environmental organisations. Although the committee largely
agreed w~th the results of the study [2], they did make some critical remarks and
recommendations. One of the recommendations was to evaluate the risks from
partitioning and transmutation (P & T) schemes for the present and future
generations and compare these risks with risks from a reference scenario.
Another recommendation was to study possible ways to reduce the net
production of transuranie nuclides, e.g. by evaluating the thorium cycle. Finally,
the committee suggested that "end scenarios", including the "cleanup" following
a period of nuclear energy generation, should be studied further.

New 4-year programme
The recommendations of the review committee have been incorporated in the
new 4-year programme. From ECN’s own evaluation it was clear that more
emphasis should be given to the chemical research of actinides, both to
partitioning and to the experimental programme in the HFR. Additionally, the
international cooperation should be enhanced and the work should be focused
on possibilities of Max and MINOX fuel in first- and second- generation thermal
and fast reactors. Finally, the possibilities of the HTGR and CANDO reactors for
transmutation, plutonium burning and the epplication of thodum cycle should be
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investigated in more detail. This new 4-year programme is summarized in
Chapter 2.

Progress 1994
The progress of work performed in 1994 is summarized in chapter 3, and the
highlights emphasized. In chapter 15 all publications over the period 1990-1994
are listed.

Recent developments
The remaining chapters review the recent developments in the different research
areas of the RAS project. In chapter 4 a more in-depth reflection on the
objectives of the project is given, together with possible benefits and drawbacks
of partitioning and transmutation. This chapter also contains a first discussion on
the radiological risks and a review of non-proliferation issues.

Selected topics
Chapters 5 to 11 review the present perspectives of the partitioning and
transmutation of actinides. Chapter 5 contains an overview of chemical aspects.
A relatively new research area is the possible transmutation of transuranic
nuclides by replacing the uranium fuel with so-called "inert" matrices, cf. chapter
6. The possibility of performing an irradiation experiment in the HFR with
americium in an inert matrix is currently being investigated. In contrast the MOX
fuel contains U-238 together with plutonium and possibly other transuranics, and
this fuel can be used in current light water reactors (and in fast reactors). This
"evolutionary" route has been evaluated in the framework of the European
Strategy Study, which is described in chapter 7, and is followed by a discussion
of the perspectives of heavy water reactors (e.g. CANDU) for transmutation
(chapter 8). Heavy water reactors may offer more flexibility for transmutation.
This is due to the on-line refuelling capability, the high thermal neutron flux and
an excellent neutron economy. Recent interest in France and the US to use fast
reactors as plutonium- and minor-actinide burners is the reason for a separate
chapter 9, with the focus on ALMR (PRISM) studies, based upon joint work with
GE. The development of accelerator-based systems is a fast growing research
area. The present status of work in this area is described in chapter 10. Another
special topic concerns the application of thorium rather than uranium to reduce
the production of higher actinides (chapter 11).

The transmutation of long-lived fission products is described separately in
chapter 12, with special attention given to the current small-scale demonstration
experiment on Tc and I in the HFR at Petten. Chapter 13 is devoted to
reflections on "end scenarios", which consider methods to reduce the inventory
of radioactive material at the end of a nuclear era. Finally, the report is
summarized in chapter 14 and conclusions are made about the present status of
the transmutation option. Also some recommendations are made on the next
years’ programme.

[1] K. Abrahams, J.H. Bultman, E.H.P. Cordfunke, H. Gruppelaar,
A.J. Janssen, W.M.P. Franken, H.Th. Klippel, R.J.M. Konings,
J.L. Kloosterman, Transmutatie van kernafval     Statusrapport
Programma Reeyclage van Aetiniden en Splijtingsprodukten (RAS),
ECN report, Juli 1993 (in Dutch), English translation without annexes in
ECN-R--94-025.
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I. Introduction

J.N.C. van Geel, J. Ahlf, C.D. Andriesse, A.J.M. van den Biggelaar, H. van
Dam, J.J. de Jong, C.M. Plug, Transmutatie van kernafval
Standpunten Begeleidingscommissie Programma Recyclage van
Ac~iniden en Splijtingst~rodukten (RAS), ECN, July ] 993 (in Dutch).
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2. RAS PROGRAMME 1994-1997

This chapter describes the new 4-year programme. The progress over 1994 Is
given in the next chapter.

ObjectiVes
The general objective of the RAS programme ts to contribute to internationa~
research on recycling and transmutation of nuclear residues and to indicate
possibilities of including this option in an acceptable waste management strategy¯
Two goals are considered: the reduction of the overall radiotoxicity of nuclear
waste over a very ~ng period and the reduction of the possible dose to the
population due to leakage of long-lived radionuclides.

First of all it will be investigated whether It is feasible to reduce the actinlde
production Itself, e.g. by application of the thodum cycle or by replacing U-238
by inert matrix material.

Secondly, investigations will be made on reducing Pu losses during reprocesslng
and on separating (partitioning) the minor actlnides (Np, Am and perhaps Cm),
and some long-lived fission products (Tc-99, 1-129).

Thirdly, investigations will be made on methods to deal with the reprocessed and
partitioned products, Cog. by studying
¯ re-use of U and in particular Pu as fuel in thermal and fast reactors

("evolutionary" route, including the use of MOX);
¯ direct fission of minor actinides in fast spectra;
¯ transmutation, followed by fission of minor actinides in thermal spectra;
¯ transmutation of long-lived fission products In Intense thermal spectra;
¯ alternative treatment by conditioning or Isotopic dilution (in case of 1-129).

At the end of this 4-year programme the technical feasibility and the risks of P &
T will be evaluated and a proposal for the implementation of P & T in an
acceptable waste management strategy will be presented.

Questions to be answered
In particular the following questions should be answered:

Does the "evolutionary route" ~ead to an important reduction in the long-
term radiological hazard? In other words: Is it possible to further improve the
current fuel cycle and reprocessing strategy by application of MOX and
possibly MINOX fuel in thermal and eventually fast reactors?

2. Can advanced and innovative reactor systems or even accelerator-driven
reactor systems supplement the "evolutionary route"?

3. Can the introduction of other fuel cycles, such as the thorium cycle lead to a
better solution? Are accelerator-based thorium fuelled reactors (CERN-
proposal) feasible?

4. What are the competing demands of safety, economy and non-proliferat~on?
What are the risks, costs and benefits of P & T and how should such
quantities be defined and evaluated?

5. What are the consequences for waste management should the period of
nuclear energy production be terminated?

ECN-R--95-025 9
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2.1 Detailed programme 1994-1997

A detailed description of the RAS-programme proposal for 1994-1997,
subdivided into seven projects, is given below. A short characterization of these
projects and of the deliverab]es is given in Table 1. The progress over 1994 is
summarized in chapter 3.

PR~iect I: Genoa/ac/~vi/~s

It is important to follow actively the international developments in the field of P &
T. To this end ECN is involved in a number of networks for international co-
operation, both wlthln the EC and within the NEA (Nuclear Energy Agency of
OECD). Thls project aims to further enhance national and international
cooperation, see also project 5. An additional objective of this project is to inform
government and the public on recent developments of the programme. Finally,
this project will coordinate all other activities and a yearly status report will be
issued such as this report. These status reports will be issued In the English
language. At the end of the 4-year period a final report wi]] be issued, that should
address the questions mentioned above.

Project 2 Reactor physics a~d scena~o s/udies

Evaluation of nuclear data and the accelerator option
For reactor physics research and scenario studies a good data base is essential.
It is even more Important to assess the safety of transmutation facilities. An
important start to this project was given in the period 1991 to 1993 by work
performed under contract of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and also by work
for the European Strategy Study. From these studies it follows that more work is
necessary on fission y~elds and decay constants of actinides in working libraries
and also on nuclear cross-sections for various matrix- and cladding materials. For
the assessment of safety parameters more data are needed for minor actinides
and even for Pu isotopes. This also applies to nuclear data which are needed for
the evaluation of the thorium cycle. Finally, more work is needed on high-energy
cross sections tn the 20 MeV to 1.5 GeV range to evaluate the accelerator-based
transmutation option. On a number of these items contributions will be made in
close cooperation with the NEA Data Bank and the Nuclear Science Committee
of NEA. In 1995 the possibility to perform a Ph-D study on the accelerator option
will be investigated. Support of the EC programme will be requested, in particular
to evaluate the recent CERN proposal.

Reactor physics Ph-D studies
The current Ph-D study on actinide transmutation concerns scenario and
inventory calculations of actinides in various reactor types. A major part of the
thesis is devoted to ALMR studies, related to the IFR/PRISM development and
has been realized by means of a detachment at GE, supported by GKN. In 1994,
the work was concentrated on the potential of molten-salt reactor systems. After
finishing the current study by the end of 1994, a follow-up Ph-D study on the
potential of High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactors for Pu and minor actinide
burning will be initiated.

Reactor physics research and scenario studies
It is intended to give a rather complete sun~ey of the possibilities of the various
reactor types and accelerator-based options. In-depth studies are needed with
emphasis on reactor physics consequences of large-scale recycling and
transmutation, in particular with respect to safety features. One important aspect
will be the study of possibilities for use of MOX and MtNOX in existing reactor
types ("evolutionary route"). Further use of MOX in LWRs contributes to the

] 0 ECN-R--95-025
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consumption o[ a growing amount of plutonium. Other solutions to reduce the
plutonium stock will be investigated as well, Developments at CEA and GE with
respect to fast reactors will be followed and the capabilities of HTGRs for Pu-
burning will be investigated. Finally, the evaluation of accelerator options, and of
accelerator-driven reactor systems, will be continued with special emphasis on
the recent proposal made by CERN.

Systematics of transmutation in various neutron spectra
In 1994 a systematic study on the possibilities of actinide transmutation in
various neutron spectra and reactor types was made. The goal of the study is to
offer means for optimization of transmutation facilities for actinides. A PC code
will be issued with data for easy calculation of transmutation effects of various
components of neutron flux spectra, such as MaxweIlian0 I/E and fission spectra.
In this study effects of self-shielding will be accounted for as far as possible.

European Strategy Study and follow-up
The European Strategy Study started in 1992 and will be finished early 1995.
This study is supported by the European Commission. Partners are: CEA,
Siemens, ECN and since 1994 also AEA and Belgonucleaire. In this collaboration
ECN contributes with an extensive status report on long-lived fission-product
transmutation and by delivering improved nuclear data for transmufation. At
present the research is focused upon large-scale possibilities for transmutation of
long-lived fission products in various reactor and accelerator systems. ECN also
studies the features of heavy water reactors for efficient transmutation of Tc-99,
including safety aspects (moderator void coefficient), In cooperation with ECN’s
subcontractor Belgooucleaire the transmutation of ac~inides in MOX (MINOX) in
PWRs is being studied. A number of possible Items for a follow-up programme
will be prepared in cooperation with Belgonucleaire and other partners, In
particular to study the full MOX option.

Physics reseamh on inert matrices
To support the irradiation experiments in the HFR (see project 5) a number of
reactor physics calculations will be performed. In these experiments the aetinides
(or fission products) are embedded in an inert matrix material. The calculations
a~-e needed to determine optimum irradiation conditions as well as parameters
for the interpretation of the measurements. In particular radial burnup effects will
be evaluated in T¢ and for uranium oxide, plutonium oxide and americium oxide
in vadous inert matrices,

A second phase of this project is a joint investigation with AECL-Canada to
evaluate the option of actinide- and/or Pu-buming in a CANDU reactor. ECN will
calculate nuclear constants for 3D calculations as a function of bum-up and
perform a number of benchmark calculations with Monte Cado methods to
determine burn-up parameters and reactivity coefficients. The potential of other
Pu burners with inert matrices and burnable poison will be studied as well. Also
an investigation will be made on inert matrices with a significant contribution to
the Doppler effect.

Project 3: Fuel cycle and proliferation aspc.cts

In the search for possible transmutation systems the study of proliferation
aspects plays an increasingly important role. Therefore, ECN has started a
systematic re-evaluation of the INFCE-study and a report on proliferation
possibilities of the IFR fuel cycle (PRISM), In the coming years the INFCE re-
evaluation will be continued and a discussion on possible safeguards of the
IFPJPRISM reactor will be initiated. Furthermore, the proliferation aspects of other
reactor cycles will be studied focusing on their P & T possibilities and Pu
burning. The instrumental possibilities to detect the isotopic composition of
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actinide samples is also subject of study. ECN participates in the OECD Working
Party of NEA’s Nuclear Science Committee. Connection with the CAPRA fast
reactor programme is Investigated.

Project 4: Thorium cycle

Application of the thorium cycle could lead to a reduction of higher actinides.
Within the RAS programme attention will be paid to this item: in 1994 a new
project has been started to study the perspectives of the thorium cycle for
reducing the long-term radiotoxieity of the actinides in the waste. Physical and
chemical aspects will be considered for open and closed fuel cycles. After the
generic study the specific features of thorium-fuelled CANDU and HTGR reactors
will be studied in detail. Collaboration with AECL has been established and in
1995 the transmutation possibilities of the CANDU reactor will be investigated in
detail. ,Support of the EC will be requested for study of PWR and fast reactor
options.

In many accelarator-based reactor systems thorium is proposed as a driving fuel.
This is an additional motivation for studying the thorium cycle.

Project 5: Exper~ental uerificalion of lransmula~ion

Construction of irradiation facilities
In 1993 an irradiation facility has been constructed in cooperation with JRC-
Petten to investigate material properties and transmutation rates of long-lived
fission products in the HFR. A second facility has been constructed in 1994 to
irradiate actinides diluted in various types of inert matrices. The available ECN
Hot Cell Laboratories (LSO) will be extended with specific facilities to handle
alpha radioactive samples. This actinide laboratory will become operational in
1995.

lrradiation programme in the HFR as part of the EFTTRA collaboration
A European collaboration, EFTTRA, with partners CEA, EdF, ITU, KfK and ECN
and JRC has been established to execute a common irradiation programme in
HFR and Ph~nix on transmutation of long-lived fission products as well as of
actinides in inert matrices. ECN, together with JRC-Petten, will perform the
scheduled irradiations in the HFR. Supporting physical studies are performed
within project 2. This part of the programme includes the preparation of the
irradiations, the actual irradiations in the HFR and post-irradiation examinations.
ECN will be involved in similar irradiations on identical samples in the fast reactor
Ph~nix. The experiments will require long-term efforts, scheduled beyond 1997.
In 1994 the fission products Tc and I are irradiated. Post-irradiation examination
is scheduled for 1995. In 1995 inert matrices with enriched uranium or
plutonium will be irradiated as a preparation for measurements of Am in inert
matrices, scheduled for 1996. Possibly also materials with good Doppler
characteristics will be investigated. Irradiations and postirradiation work may
extend beyond 1997. Support from the EC will be requested to perform
experiments on Am transmutation in the HFR.

Project 6: Chemical research on aclinides and ]’msion products

Chemistry of actinides and fission products
The actinides will most likely be irradiated as oxides; alternatives are nitrides and
carbides. The physico-chemical properties of these actinide compounds should
be determined and their interaction with the proposed inert matrix materials
should be investigated. This information is necessary to predict the chemical

12 ECN-R--95-025
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stability of the targets for the transmutation experiments and to predict the
behaviour of the fission products and actinides in the targets.
In addition, knowledge of the reprocessing of the actinides and long-lived fission
products should be built up. In the first half year of 1994 an employee of ECN
participated in the research programme of CEA-Fontenay aux Roses where he
investigated the partitioning of the actinides and lanthanides using the DIAMEX
process. At ECN laboratories advanced reprocessing processes such as
electro-refining in molten salts, in collaboration with General Electric and
Argonne National Laboratory, will be researched.

With respect to the fission products, alternatives for transmutation like dilution
and immobilization will be studied, especially for 1-129. Also chemistry of
technetium is studied.

Irradiation of inert matrix materials
Transmutation of actinides can only be realised by fission with neutrons. During
this process heat will evolve. To obtain a realistic heat production, the
actinide-targets cannot consist entirely of actinide compounds but a dilution with
an inert matrix is required. The material is used as a diluent and must exhibit an
inert behaviour during the irradiation. It Is called an inert matrix. A number of
candidate materials have been selected within the EFFFRA collaboration. A final
selection has not been made yet since their behaviour under irradiation, their
stability towards the lanthanide elements (common impurities in americium from
commercial reprocessing) and their stability are not well defined. These items will
be investigated in the coming years.

Ph-D research programmes
The chemical behaviour of the acfinides in the biosphere will be subject of a
Ph-D research investigation. As the migration of the long-lived radionuclides will
primarily occur through transport by groundwater, knowledge of the stability of
compounds and complexes of the actinides In aqueous media is required. These
data will be determined experimentally.

Another Ph-D investigation will be initiated on the possibility to separate
]anthanides and actinides by means of organic supermoleeules.

Project 7: Risk analysis o[ P & T

A study will be initiated on the risks involved in P&T of nuclear residues ("waste")
for the present human generation as well as on the reduction of risks of stored
waste for future generations. A first step in this direction will be the definition of
relevant risk parameters. Secondly, methods have to be developed to quantify
these parameters. In a number of cases standard PSA techniques can be used,
certainly for the evaluation of additional risks in operating the reactors used for
recycling or transmutation. The risks of stored nuclear waste with and without
P&T are evaluated in a separate Dutch programme.

2.2 National and international cooperation

A large number of national and international contacts have been established. On
the national level there are excellent contacts with the Joint Research Centre
(IAM) at Patten, the Technical University of Delft (IRI), the Technical University of
Twente and the Dutch utility GKN. Possible cooperation with the Dutch utilities’
research institute KEMA (Amhem) and with the nuclear accelerator institute KVI
(Groningan) are investigated.

ECN-R--95-025 13
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ECN participates in the NEA OMEGA Exchange Programme within NEA-OECD
and in activities organised by the NEA Nuclear Science Committee like the
"Evaluation Coordination Working Party", the "Task Force on Physics Methods for
Transmutation" the "Task Force on Pu Recycling" and a number of activities
initiated by the NEA Data Bank. Within the EC, ECN participates in the European
Strategy Study on P & T and in the EFTTRA cooperation between CEA, EdF,
ITU, KfK and ECN for target preparation and experimental irradiation in the HFR
and Ph~nix. ECN participates in IAEA activities and has cooperation agreements
with GE (San Jose, USA) and AECL (Canada). Detachments of ECN personnel
have been arranged at three institutes: GE (San Jose), CEA (Fontenay aux Roses)
and CEA (Bruy~res-le-Ch~tel). Participation in the CAPRA programme to
investigate burning of actinides in fast reactors is considered for 1995.

14 ECN-R--95-025
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3. SUMMARY OF PROGRESS IN 1994

This chapter contains an outline of progress made in 1994 within the
previously given programme 1994-I997. More detailed contributions can be
found in the following chapters.
Publications within the RAS programme are presented in chapter 15, the
present chapter only reviews the 1994 activities [28-50].

Proj~t 1: General a~ti~ities

This project coordinates all the activities in the RAS programme [40] and takes
care of the secretariat of the review committee for this programme. In 1994 this
committee, which has been installed by the Dutch government has met twice to
judge and amend the programme and to discuss the feasibility of proposed
methods to reduce risks from nuclear waste. The 1993 status report served to
disseminate information on waste issues. This report was translated into English
and updated in ] 994. Like tn previous years the public and the press have been
informed on various possibilities for the transmutation of nuclear waste. One of
such occasions was the autumn meeting of the Dutch Physica~ Society (NNV) in
Petten. At that meeting the Nobel Prize winner Rubbia from CERN presented his
design for an accelerator-based nuclear energy system. In order to learn from
experiences elsewhere, this project furthered international contacts, the presenta-
tion of papers at conferences and the issuing of reports [28-50J. As a conse-
quence ECN now plays a role in practically all international networks on
P(artitioning) & T(ransmutation). Within the F’U-networks ECN contributes to a
CEC strategy study, as mentioned under project 2 below, and to the
experimental irradiation programs E~ and CAPRA, which are mentioned
under project 5, Contributions were made to NEA networks through information
exchange committees and the Nuclear Science Committee and project 3
contributes to an IAEA-network on safeguards aspects of P & T.

Project 2: Reactor physics and ~o sludies

General supporting studies
Physics aspects of transmutation of nuclear waste in nuclear reactors [31, 34, 40]
and in accelerator-based burner systems [29, 33] are related to cross sections for
neutrons and charged particles [27, 28]. Within a continuation of a strategy study
in the fourth frame-work programme of the CEC, low energy neutron cross
sections were evaluated for the relevant reactor spectra. Cross sections of high
energy reactions were studied on behalf of accelerator-based applications in
relation to contacts with NEA [30, 32, 35, 36, 37, 47}. Also reactor physics
studies are taken up within this project, and this year that work culminated in the
preparation of a doctors thesis [42] to be defended in January 1995. Last but not
least a code has been prepared to enable study of scenarios for transmutation
with a personal computer.

Actinides
Actinides can be transmuted in a reactor either by mixing waste components into
the oxide fuel homogeneously, or by irradiating waste in a separate assembly.
The first method is an evolutionary option, for which much of the technology has
already been established. The second method has the advantage that less minor
ectinides will be produced in the target itself as long as the ceramic matrix
material does not breed actinides. Homogeneous and heterogeneous recycling of
actinides and fission products have been studied for existing reactor types and
for advanced reactor types [31, 34, 42, 45]. The motivations to transmute
americium have been emphasized within the CEC project mentioned above [41,
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44, 48]; this project was also connected with the EF’]-FRA collaboration [43], in
which actual irradiations of americium samples in the HFR have been planned
[481.

Aspects of advanced fuel cycles [24] are also being studied in the framework of
the OECD "Working group on the Physics of Plutonium Recycle" called WPPR.
ECN contributed some benchmark-calculations [38, 39] on the void effect in
MOX lattices in a PWR and on enrichments, which should be applied if one
recycles uranium in PWRs. It is however becoming clear that such multiple
recycling would lead to a strong production of Np-237 (by capture in U-236), and
the long-lived actinides would only slowly disappear. It was further shown that
multiple recycling in thermal reactors would in the long run lead to high
equilibrium concentrations of the alpha-emitting curium [42]. Fast reactors were
studied by ECN and General Electric in a joint study of the innovative PRISM
design for actinide burning [34, 42]. Also the safety of this Advanced Liquid
Metal Reactor (ALMR) has been investigated. Reactivity coefficients have been
determined and interpreted [29]. An analysis has been made of potentially severe
accidents in the ALMR. A point of concern remains the positive sodium void
effect, and the large burnup reactivity swing of the burners.

Transmutation of long-lived fission products like Tc-99 (half-life 2.13 105 year)
and 1-129 (half-life 1.57 ] 07 year) has been investigated within the framework of
a CEC strategy study [45] and in relation with irradiations in the HFR within the
above mentioned EFFrRA study (project 3). These relatively mobile elements are
among the long-lived nuclides that dominate the risk due to the beta radiotoxicity
of spent fuel for an extremely long period. Calculations show that transmutation
of the fission products Tc-99 and I-I29 is possible in LWRs, in CANDU-type
reactors and in fast reactors, but that for large scale applications the
transmutation half-life will be longer than twenty years. Motivations to incinerate
long-lived fission products are discussed in [46].

P~oj~t 3: Fuel Cycle and pmli[eralion aspects

Proliferation aspects of plutonium in the fuel cycle (whether standard or
innovative) are of some concern because chemically purified plutonium from
reactors is considered as a weapons grade material according to IAEA definitions.
In relation to these aspects, the work which had been started in the framework of
the "International Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE)" has now been continued with
part II called "Proliferation". Results of the previous INFCE review [7] will be used
to stress the need for the IAEA safe-guard system and for the adaptation of this
system to recent political and technological developments. In chapter 4.4 this
work is discussed in more detail together with non-proliferation studies of the
Integral Fast Reactor (IFR see ref. [24]). Experimental studies have been taken up
in relation to the development of plutonium measuring methods by means of
high resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy (HRGS) and internal X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) techniques [50].

I~i~ct 4: Thorium c~cle

A study has been made of systems in which thorium is used to breed fissile U-
233 [49]. If thorium acts as fertile fuel, the use of U-238 can be avoided in the
Th/U cycle, which reduces the production of transuranics considerably. One of
the promising designs is the recently proposed CERN-reactor, which is
accelerator-driven, but the thorium cycle could also be applied to the CANDU
reactor or to the H(igh) T(emperature) G(as cooled) R(eactor). A co-operation
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contract with AECL aims at a study of methods for optimising burn-up in a
CANDU, with as more specific aspects the reactivity effects and the fuel
management. With this contract In mind a classification has been made of the
physical properties of thorium as a breeding material for U-233. In the HTGR a
thorium cycle could also be applied and further study of HTGRs is pursued. A
generic study of the thorium cycle has been rounded of with drafts for four
external ECN reports and a contribution to the 199.5 Meeting of the American
Nuclear Society. A review of results obtained in 1994 is given in chapter 1 t.

Project 5: Experimental vedfication o[ transmutation

Irradiations in the HFR have been started to demonstrate the transmutation of
the fission products technetium and iodine in an irradiation facility, which was
constructed last year. This experiment is part of an international co-operation in
the field of transmutation, which is called EFFTRA [43] and in which CEA, IAM,
ITU, EdF, KfK and ECN participate. Nine targets are being irradiated, three
metallic technetium samples and six metal iodides, at a temperature of 450 0C,
Casted metallic Tc-99 samples have been fabricated at the ITU (Karlsruhe), the
metal iodides (Cel3, Pbl2 and Nal, all containing the non radioactive I-:127) at
ECN. These samples are encapsulated in a 15-15 Ti steel cladding, for which the
material has been provided by CEA. More details are given in chapter 12.

Preparations are being made to perform irradiations on inert-matrix materials and
to study the effect of radiation damage on the stability of these materials.
Mixtures of ceramic oxides with about 20 % enriched uranium oxide will be used
in order to simulate the damage in actual actinide samples from recoiling fission
products as well as from the neutron irradiation, cf. 6,4.

Project 6: Chemical research on aclinides and fission producl~

The current status of the research into chemistry of actinide oxides and ceramic
matrix materials has been assessed by means of a literature survey, cf. chapter 5.
The behaviour of lanthanide mixing in heterogeneous fuels has also been
reviewed. This study has made clear that little is known about the physico-
chemica~ properties of the acfinide oxides. An experimental programme is
foreseen, in which phase diagrams wi]] be studied, and measurements will be
made of oxygen potentials and of thermal conductivity not only for the pure
actinide compounds and pure inert matrices, but also for mixtures thereof. These
data are needed to produce targets and to study the behaviour of targets during
irradiation.
A second theme of interest is the partitioning of actinides under circumstances,
for which more common extraction techniques would fail due to the co-extraction
of the lanthanides. A study of the DIAMEX-process at CEA-Fontenay aux Roses
has been performed by an employee of ECN during a six month detachment
period. Plans have been made for the application of crown ethers in a
S(upported) L(iquid) M(embrane) technique. This SLM technique, which has been
applied to the separation of cesium and potassium, attracts attention within the
CEC framework studies, as it could have special potentials for partitioning
strongly radiating spent minor-actinide fuel A group of prof. D.N. Reinhoudt at
the University of Twente studies this technique in collaboration with CEA-
Cadarache, and a PHD-student has started his work in October. After an initial
period in Twente he will come to Petten in order to work with actual radio-active
samples. Preparations are being made to create an actinide laboratory, in which
this project can be executed. Also other functions are foreseen for this laboratory,
such as the analysis of unknown actinide samples and the handling of toxic
materials in general.
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This project was initiated in mid-1994 and to date most effort has been spent on
reviewing existing literature related to the radiological risks from the different
stages of the nuclear fuel cycle (see also chapter 4). Based on this review several
conclusions have been drawn:

There are considerable difficulties involved in assessing radiological risks for
the technologies used for the various stages of the nuclear fuel cycles, in
particular for technologies which still are in the design phase.

Existing analyses of the radiological risks from integral fuel cycles are marked
by a lack of consistency with respect to assumptions, criteria and
methodologies used. Several rather ~nsubstantiated statements appear to
have become fixed In the general partitioning and transmutation literature
purely by repetition.

The above implies that a reliable description of the radiological risks from the
various options being studied in the RAS project cannot be obtained from the
existing literature. This reaffirms the need for a consistent and well qualified
analysis of the different options. As a fist step toward such an analysis the
following two activities have been initiated:

A risk quantities project, the objective of which is to define a multi-attribute
measure for radio]ogical risk associated with integral nuclear fuel cycles and a
basis for distinguishing between different fuel cycles. This measure will include
quantitative attributes like maximum individual risk, the group risk and
measures of collective dose. A set of descriptive attributes could be needed for
technologies which are still in a stage of development.

A fuel cycle technologies project, the objective of which is to gain an overview
of the technologies which are or may be used at the different stages in the
various fuel cycles and to determine to what extend the information necessary
for risk analyses of these technologies is available in the international
literature.

The CEC study mentioned under project 2 also had risks aspects as it could be
noticed that dose-risks due to leakage of long-lived fission products were small
anyway at least in comparison to the dose risks due to the reprocessed uranium,
It could therefore been concluded that from this perspective actinide-
transmutation has priority over transmutation of fission products.

Publications of the RAS programme are given in chapter 15.
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4o BENEFITS ,AND RISKS OF PARTITIONING
AND TRANSMUTATION
(K. Abrahams, D.L. Dodd, H. Gruppelaar, V.A. Wichers)

4.1 Reflection on objectives

The objectives of the PAS-programme are subject of continuous reflection.
The present programme covers a very wide range of topics related to the study
of the entire fuel cycle, seen from the perspective of obtaining an acceptable
(high-level) waste management strategy. One possible way to achieve this is by
limiting the net production of long-lived radiotoxie actlnides per unit of generated
electricity. A second (complementary) solution is to keep the waste free from
long-lived radiotoxie products as much as possible and to recycle or transmute
these products into short-lived or stable nuclides.

This last route was expressed in the objectives of RAS by a programme to
investigate the reduction of the overall radiotoxicity of waste as well as the
reduction of residual risks of leakage of mobile radioactive products from a
repository. This approach leads to the necessity to remove aetlnides (in particular
Pu and Am) and mobile long-lived components (U, Np, Tc-99, 1-129),
respectively, from the waste, followed by recycling and transmutation.

Actually these objectives are difficult to justify, because the underlying rationale of
the objectives is to meet public concerns, which are difficult to quantify. The
objectives respond to a number of ethical principles, like: "Do not produce more
waste than strictly necessary", "Recycle material as much as possible", "Do not
spoil resources", "Make risks as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA)", "Promote
sustainable development", "Present generation should solve its own waste
problem and not create problems for future generations", etc.

Without trifling the above-mentioned arguments, several attempts have been
made to justify the objectives from a more technical point of view:

The first objective (removal of actinides as much as possible from the waste) is
less relevant in a "traditional" waste management strategy with final storage in a
geological repository, because the confinement largely prevents leakage during
the initial period of 10,000 years or more. An exception is due to the human
intrusion scenario. Another exception may arise from geological catastrophes, but
these have a very low frequency. Anyway, from probabilistlc analyses there is little
or no advantage for reducing the source term. Other types of arguments are
therefore introduced, which are listed in section 4.2 (benefits of P & T). The
arguments against P & T are also mentioned in section 4.2. These partly refer to
risks to the present population. The methods to quantify these risks are outlined
in section 4.3. Other risks of P & T refer to proliferation aspects, cf. Sect. 4.4.

With respect to the second objective (removal of mobile long-lived components):
this actually responds to an improvement of the "traditional" waste management
strategy of storage in a geological repository. The high-level waste is considered
to be well-confined during a very long period and leakage is only significant after
100,000 years or more, resulting in extremely small dose rates for future
generations. Still, the additional removal of long-lived mobile components will
further decrease such risks. The technical question that remains is whether these
additional efforts are really needed. To this end risk assesment studies for future
populations should be made. A discussion of these risks is given in Sect. 4.5.
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4.2 Summary of possible benefits and drawbacks

Any well directed effort to reduce waste and the toxicity thereof should have long-
term benefits either on the front-end (mining) or on the back-end (waste
disposal) of the fuel cycle. On the short term such efforts might however also
generate risks, which are mainly a result of reactor operation, reproeessing, and
the need for extra transport. Costs involved in reducing these risks are not always
known. Some benefits and drawbacks are listed

Possible Benefits:

2) Waste will be less radiotoxic and less HLW repositories might be needed.

2) Future dose risks from leakage of mobile elements in the waste may be
reduced.

3) Fissile and fertile resources will be better used.

4) Less mining of uranium will be needed and thereby the risks from mining
and the long term risks from mine and mill railings will be reduced~

5) Plutonium from the stocks will be withdrawn from current and possible future
military circuits.

6) Long term risks related to possibilities of future mining of plutonium are
reduced.

7) Public acceptance of fission energy might be improved if it has been shown
that in the long run the waste will transform itself into rather harmless
material.

Possible Drawbacks:

1) Additional risks and costs for chemical partitioning and fuel fabrication.

2) Additional risks and costs of reactor operation.

3) Extra risks result from the increased transport of radiotoxic material.

4) Recycling and spreading of knowledge regarding recycling may increase the
risk of proliferation of nuclear weapons.

5) The overall cost of nuclear energy will increase with the complexity of the fuel
cycle.

4.3 Radiological Risks

4.3.1 Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Radiological Risk

Nuclear fuel cycles span all the operations required to mine and process uranium
ore, to manufacture and supply fuel to nuclear power reactors, to generate
electricity, to store and dispose of spent fuel, and possibly the operations
required to reprocess and recycle spent fuel. Each nuclear fuel cycle is
characterised by the technology used at each stage and by the material flows. In
the RAS project a number of technologies are being studied which could make a
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contribution to the objective of reducing the amount of radioactive waste
produced by the traditional nuclear fuel cycles (i.e. the "once through" option or
the "reprocessing without recycling" option).

Each nuclear fuel cycle is characterised by technical, social and political
attributes. These attributes will form the basis for decisions concerning these
cycles and will determine whether or not the technology is ultimately
implemented. Orle of these attributes is the radiological risk. A division can be
made between the risks incurred by those employed at one of the stages of a
fuel cycle and the risks incurred by members of the general public. In
accordance with the principles of the ICRP these radiological risks should be
justified, optimised and subject to individual limits []]. The radiological risks
incurred by those employed at an installation are not taken into consideration in
the PAS risk analysis project. These risks are generally thought to be Justified by
the direct benefit derived from the employment, are optlmised by local work
practices and the maximum risk any worker may be exposed to is limited by
legislation.

The total radiologica/risk to the general public from a nuclear fuel cycle is made
up of all individual risks over all time and is a function of the partial risks
resulting from each stage of that cycle (including the risks from the transport of
radioactive materials between the different stages). These partial risks result from
routine (authodsed) releases and from potential accidental releases. A number of
different quantities have been used to describe these partial risks such as the
maximum individual dose/risk, the group risk and collective doses integrated over
various areas and time periods and broken down into various individual dose
bands. A simplified overview of the characteristics of the radiological risks to the
general public associated with the various stages in the reprocessing without
recycling fuel cycle is given in table 4.]. The risks incurred by any one member
of the general public from any one stage and from a complete nuclear fuel cycle
are limited by legislation. This is also the case for the short term risks to the
population as a result of severe accidents at a nuclear power plant. However, the
justification and optimisation of these risks are complex technical and social
problems. Different nuclear fuel cycles will result in a different radiological risk to
the public and the choice for a given fuel cycle can be seen from the context of
a risk optimisation problem. In order to perform a comparative analysis of the
different fuel cycles the quantities used to describe the risk associated with each
fuel cycle have to give an adequate picture of the intra- and intergenerational
distribution of this risk.

4.3.2 Risk Quantities

The radiation risk management requirements of the Dutch environmental policy
define two quantities for which limits are set; the maximum individual risk and
the group risk. The maximum individual risk is designed to limit the risk that any
one member of the public incurs as a result of a particular practice and limits are
set for both the rlsk from routine releases and that from accidental releases. The
maximum individual risk criterion is designed to limit the inequity that may arise
in the costs and benefits associated with a particular technology but the
maximum individual risk alone is not a sufficient basis for making choices
between different technologies. The group risk limits the number of early fatalities
among the members of the public as a result of an accidental release and is
therefore only applicable to nuclear power plant (as releases following accidents
at other stages of the nuclear fuel cycle are probably not large enough to result
in early deaths).
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the radiological risk to the general public
(present generation)

Stage in Fuel Cycle Characteristics of Radiological Risk to General Publin 0~. ~

Mining & Milling Important contribution to total collective dose to present generation.
Relatively large maximum individual doses.

Possible large time-integrated global collective dose - made up of
small individual doses over 1000s of years. Due to possible
additional releases of Z~ZRn from mill talllngs.

Conversion Small contribution to total collective dose to present generation.
Small maximum individual doses.

Enrichment Small contlibetion to total collective dose to present generation.
Small maximum individual doses.

Fuel Fabrication Small contribution to total collective dose to present generation.
Small maximum individual doses.

Power Generation Important contribution to total collective dose to present generation.
Relatively large maximum individual doses.

Large time-integrated global collective dose - made up of small
individual doses over 1000s of years. Due to releases of t4C from
power plant.

Possibility of severe acoidents.

Reprcoesalng Important contribution to total collective dose to present generation.
Relatively large maximum individual doses.

Large time-integrated collective global dose - made up of small
individual doses over 1000s of years. Due to releases of t4C from
reprocessing plant.

Possibility of severe accidents.

Waste Disposal Normal evolution releases & possible altered evolution releases,
Possible large time-integrated colleedve doses - made up of low
individual doses incurred 100 000s or millions of years into the
future. Relatively large individual doses possible as a result of
altered evolution releases.

Transport Relatively small contribution to total collective dose to present
generation. Medium levels of maximum individual doses.

(1) Assuming once through nuclear fuel cycle with reprocessing. The radiologieal risk
characteristics for each stage in the fuel cycle may be different for RAg fuel cycles.
These characteristics are based on the information given in [2], [3] arid [4]. Both the
maximum individual dose and the collective dose incurred by the present population
depend to some degree upon the location and the technology used at each stage. The
characteristics are intended only to give a general picture.



Benefits and Risks of Partitioning and Tmnsmutafion

A measure which is often used to compare the radiological risks from the various
partitioning and transmutation options is the radiotoxicRy of the resulting waste
which would need to be placed in a future repository. The radiotoxicity is defined
per radionuclide as a function of the quantity of that radionuciide and an
associated dose conversion factor. The radiotoxicity of uranium ore is often used
as a standard for comparison. This approach however has several major
shortcomings. Firstly, no account is taken of the risks resulting from the
operations in the fuel cycle before the waste is ready for disposal (ie. from mining
to the eventual packaging of the waste), Secondly, this approach does not take
Into account the time dependency of the risk associated with deposited waste,
Thirdly, radiotoxicity is not a valid measure for the radiological risk as no account
is made for the exposure pathways. Finally, the radiotoxicity of uranium ore is not
an accepted standard for public health and ,safety. Keeping all these reservations
In mind, the concept of radiotoxlcity is still useful, because it is e basic ingredient
In any risk definition.

It can be concluded therefore that neither the set of risk quantities currently
defined by the radiation risk management requirements of the Dutch
environmental policy nor the radlotoxlcity concept provide an adequate picture of
the risk associated with integral nuclear fuel cycles or a basis for distinguishing
between different fuel cycles. A more comprehensive approach to assessing the
risk from nuclear fuel cycles should Involve using a multiattribute indlcator of risk
to give a fuller picture of the distribution of intra- and intergenerational risks.
Such an indicator would include quantitative attributes - such as the maximum
Individual risk, the group risk and measures of collective dose - and if necessary
a set of qualitative descriptive attributes - which may, for example, be necessary
for technologies which are still in an early stage of development. Research into
those aspects of risk which are pertinent to the analysis of integral fuel cycles will
continue into 1995.

4,3.3 Risk Assessment/~,ethodology

The ultimate objective of the RAS risk analysis study is to perform consistent risk
analyses of integral fuel cycles. By consistent is meant not only that attention is
paid to the flow of materials through the fuel cycle but also that standard
assessment methodologies are used and that a constant degree of realism/
conservatism is adopted for all stages considered, To meet this objective, existing
methodologies, models and computer codes for assessing the consequences
from routine and accidental releases will be used, Given the wide range of
possible combinations of technologies which could be used at the various stages
in future fuel cycles the methodology adopted should be as flexible as possible.
The approach adopted for the RAS risk analysis study is to define a number of
reference technologies and reference locations which can then be combined
according to the requirements of a particular scenario. Initially those scenarios
considered in the European P & T scenario study [5] will be analysed. Reference
technologies and locations will be defined for all stages of fuel cycles apart from
the disposal of high level solid waste, which is being studied in an separate study.

The extent to which it will be possible to meet the objective given above will
depend largely upon the extent to which data relevant to performing the analyses
is available for each stage of the nuclear fuel cycles. Towards the end of 1994 a
study was initiated with the following objectives:

to gain an overview of (1) the technologies which are or may be used at the
different stages in the various fuel cycles and (2) the methods applied, if any,
to assess the risks from these technologies;
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to determine to what extent the information necessary for risk analyses of
these technologies is available in the international literature;
where the necessary information is not available to determine what
information may be obtained from operators/designers of these technologies.

This study will continue into 1995 and will form the basis for the definition of a
number of reference fuel cycles for the RAS risk analysis project.

4.3.4 Reflections on long-term dose risks

After a storage time of a few thousands of years, when the short-lived fission
products have decayed, the radiotoxicity of spent fuel is mainly determined by
acfinides. After a storage time of 100,000 years, the remaining radiotoxicity of
fission products is mainly determined by the nuclides 1-129, Tc-99 and Cs-135,
and this toxicity will be much smaller than the corresponding actinide-toxicity.
The importance of fission products becomes only apparent when the
geochemical mobility is taken into account. Studies on storage of spent fuel and
vitrified waste in granite [6] show that Tc-99 dominates the leakage risk of
nuclear waste for the first million years (see table 4.2). Studies on storage of
vitrified waste in salt layers [7] show that the expected dose rates to the
population after about one to two millions of years are dominated by nuclides
from the neptunium decay chain and by fission products (Cs-135 and 1-129). As
long as the integrity of a disposal site is guaranteed, long-lived mobile fission
products will determine the leakage risks (products of toxicity and mobility) to a
great extend. For an unperturbed granite repository [6], table 4.2 shows the risk
due to spent LWR fuel in a once-through scenario [8]. It is seen from this table
that the unspent uranium would give the main residual actinide contribution, and
that Tc-99 and 1-129 will dominate dose-risks. Diffusion of iodine and per-
technate anions in the ground water is more rapid than flow of the ground water
itself, as is now again being realized.

Table 4.2: Time-integrated leakage-dose due to spent LWR fuel
direct storage of spent fuel, from nuclear generation of one GW(e) year)

Period: one million years hundred million year

Nuclides:

Te-99 98 % 46 %

I -129 2% 1%

Cs-135 24%

U -235 6%

U -238 14%

Np-237 5%

Pu-239 4%

man Sv *) 9000 20 000 ")

*) Collective dose for the global population
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It is instructive to compare any collective dose rate as presented in table 4,2
with the natural dose-rate from radon. If the nuclear waste has been well stored,
only the long-lived fission products like Tc-99 might leak out, and the collective
dosa-risk will only be marginal. If it can for example be assumed that in due time
the long-lived ( > 105 year) products have leaked out and are distributed evenly
in time and space over the world, a value of 10-12 Sv/year would be the order of
magnitude for the personal average dose-rate due to electromuclear production
of one GW(e) year. This value would correspond to about one part per billion of
natural radon dose-rates.

Arguments on the collective leakage-dose should however be treated with some
caution. First of all it is questionable whether the risk should be ranked as in
table 4.2 (a collective integrated dose from leakage out of a repository). If one
would for example rank according to the highest possible individual dose, the
1-129 risk could dominate for repositories of clay [9] or rock salt [7]. Local dose-
risks are almost entirely due to uptake of iodine in the thyroid. This gland usually
contains about 10 mg of iodine, and risks could be made marginal by diluting
the I-129 isotopically with natural iodine.

More serious is that the above-given treatment of dose-risks does not mention
U-234 explicitly. Although some U-234 is produced in a reactor, most of it
originates from fresh fuel. In most P&T-scenarios the collective dose-risk will
almost entirely be due to this isotope of uranium, which also occurs naturally due
to ~x-decay of U-238, followed by two times a ,8-decay. With its natural isotopic
abundance of only 0.0055 % the U-234 decay-chain causes most of the present
radiation dose to mankind. One of its daughters Ra-226 has a half life of 1600
year, and about 60 t of radium in the soil emanates almost 6 litre of radon each
day, which builds up an equilibrium value of about 20 litre of radon in the total
biosphere of our planet. This tiny amount nevertheless contributes for around 60
% to the total radiation dose, which averages to about 10-3 Sv per person yearly
and this leads to an estimate of the collective dose of the order o~ :5 * 106 man
Sv/year. It would therefore be environmentally unwanted if the present amount of
U-234 that is seperated from its original ore would increase. It is noted here that
although U-234 is a natural occurring isotope, it is still considered here, because
it has been mined.

Figure 4.1 shows for comparison the radio-toxicity of Tc-99 and U-234, as
discharged yearly by the Dutch reactor at Borssele (0.5 GWe). It should be noted
that the dose-risk follows the radio-toxicity as given in the figure if it is multiplied
by the fraction of the material, which will leak to the human biosphere. This
might amplify the future relative hazard of the U-234 considerably, as the geo-
chemical mobility of radon is higher than that of technetium, and the
reprocessed uranium (REPU) will be subjected to shallow land burial in a number
of scenarios. Therer~ore It is clear that the "natural" U-234 and its radon
emanation leads to a much higher dosa-risk than the corresponding amount of
technetium, especially after a few thousand years when the radium has been
formed, and the extremely mobile radon-gas will be liberated.

Due to the fact that U-234 will in the long run lead to mobile Rn-222 one could
for example double the lo~al "natural" dose due to emanations for a few hundred
thousand years by spilling only a few hundred milligrams of the isotope U-234 or
one of its precursors Into the soil over a surface of only a few square kilometres.
This example shows that more attention is needed to the risk of U-234 in
discussions on future dose-rates due to nuclear waste.
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Fig. 4.1: Radio-toxicity of Tc compared to that of U.234 and its daughters. The
amount of material (9.6 kg of Tc-99 and 2 kg of U-234) is related to the yearly
discharge of the Dutch 0.5 GW(e) reactor at Borssele.

4.4 Non-proliferation issues

4.4.1 Non-proliferation and Advanced Fuel Cycles

Nuclear fission can be applied for peaceful purposes, but unfortunately also for
military ones. This duality will continue to give rise to concerns about possible
contributions of the peaceful nuclear fuel cycle to the proliferation of nuclear
weapons. In this context, one can define the proliferation risk of a nuclear fuel
cycle as the risk that commercial deployment of that fuel cycle may lead to the
further spread of nuclear weapons. Nuclear proliferation concerns can be an
important factor in political decisions concerning the nuclear fuel cycle. Examples
are the effective banning of HEU from the nuclear fuel cycle, resulting in
conversion of research reactors from HEU to LEU fuels, and the USA’s decision
in 1977 not to recycle plutonium in the civil fuel cycle.

The discussion on the nuclear proliferation problem frequently takes place at a
technical level, with the result that the political aspects receive less attention.
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However, nuclear proliferation is in the first place a political problem. Consider
for example the existence of the established nuclear weapons states (NWS)~.
Although the common proliferation concerns of the industrialized world are
concentrated on the further spread of nuclear weapons to other states than the
NWS (horizontal proliferation), certain non-nuclear weapon states (NNWS) pay
more attention to the further development of the nuclear weapons capability of
the NWS (vertica! proliferation). The NWS apparently ascribe some military and
political weight to these weapons. The nuclear weapon capability is part of their
security policy. Politics has always been, and wi]] be, at the root of the nuclear
prolifaration problem [I 0].

Suppose that technology for a highly proliferation-resistant fuel cycle has been
developed. When applied by a few states, the Impact of a proliferation-resistant
fuel cycle is zero. However, such a fuel cycle will most likely imply higher fuel
cycle costs. It will therefore not be economically competitive with conventional
fuel cycles. Global deployment is therefore highly unlikely, and will only occur
w~th large financial support from those countries which are concerned about
nuclear proliferation.

One may also ask what the effect is of the deployment of pro]iferafion-resistant
fuel cycles on the proliferation risk on a global scale. Even the complete absence
of a commercial nuclear fuel cycle in a state appears to be no barrier against
that state deciding to acquire a nuclear explosive weapon. This was shown by the
HWS in the pre-nudear energy era. Another example is the "threshold states", all
of which had rudimentary civil fuel cycles (and no or no full seopa safeguards
agreements w~th the IAEA). One may think of the illegal HW program of Iraq, a
country which has no significant nuclear power program, but which does have an
operational safeguards agreement with the IAEA. Another example is provided by
the Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea (DPRK) affair. It Is generally held that
the goal of the DPRK’s HW programme is not to acquire an operational HW
capability, but rather is a means to put pressure on political negotiations with
other states. Such a development is of course very reprehensible, since it may
lead to political instability and eventually even to nuclear proliferation.

Both Iraq and the DPRK are parties to the NPT. The above can therefore not be
interpreted otherwise than as a failure to implement the NPT, and in particular
IAEA Safeguarcls. This is because the functional principle underlying the NPT, "to
create (the) mutual confidence between signatory states, that other states,
especially potential adversaries, are not developing nuclear weapons, and to
thereby eliminate the need for ]t to develop nuclear weapons itself" [ll], is
undermined. Essential for establishing this confidence is that the Treaty is
verified. To this end all nuclear facilities and all nuclear materials in all NNWS
signatory to the HPT must be verified.

There are two reasons why modification of the peaceful nuclear fuel cycle will
have little effect on nuclear proliferation. First, not all states have abandoned the
nuclear weapon option. Beside the NWS, these states are roughly speaking all
states which are not par[y to the NPT. Second, atthough the NPT has a
developed verification system in the form of the IAEA Safeguards, this IAEA
Safeguards does not verify the NPT, but rather the declared (peaceful) fuel cycle
in states party to the NPT. That is: IAEA Safeguards verifies the peaceful fuel
cycle, but is not a system that excludes the existence of any military nuclear

IStates which had expleded a nuclear weapon before the conclusion of the
Hon-Proliferation Treaty in 1970 are recognized as Huclear Weapons States.
These are China, France, the former Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the
Unites States.
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activity in states. Initiatives to change the nature of the IAEA Safeguards system
are taken, among others by the Netherlands [12], but the transition is still in
statu nascendL It is clear: ensuring nuclear non-proliferation does depend on
global abandoning of the nuclear weapon option, and upon effectuating a truly
NPT verification system, not on the introduction of proliferation resistant fuel
cycles in some Western states.

Nevertheless, the presence of peaceful fuel cycle activities or nuclear competence
may influence the time in which a decision to develop a nuclear weapon
capability can be implemented. The availability of nuclear materials and facilities
for commercial use is not the reason for proliferation, but may be a possible
means. In a politically unstable situation, the deployment of a commercial
nuclear fuel cycle may have an effect on the development time of a nuclear
weapon by a state.

Summarizing:
I. Nuclear-proliferation is a political problem. The primary instrument for non-

proliferation must be a political one: the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and its
associated international agreements and institutions. Designing political
measures Is not an objective of the RAS project.

2. The international political safeguards regime must be accompanied by an
improved, credible safeguards system. Designing such safeguards systems, in
particular adequate instruments and methods, is the first objective of the RAS
project 3. Section 4.4.3 provides a detailed example.

3. Although the availability of nuclear materials and facilities for commercial use
is not the reason for proliferation, it may be a possible means. In a politically
unstable situation, the presence of the peaceful nuclear fuel cycle may affect
the development time of a nuclear weapon. One could speak in this respect of
the "distance" between a peaceful fuel cycle and a nuclear weapon program.
This "measure" should be addressed in proliferation risk analyses. Such risk
analyses are an objective of this project. Section 4.4.2 discusses an example.

4.4.2 Non-proliferation issues of the Integral Fast Reactor

Advanced nuclear fuel cycles may differ in the expenditure (initial and recurrent)
required to meet the technical safeguards objectives. These costs may be
comparatively high when compared with those of the current LWR fuel cycles,
and in extreme cases the technical principles of fuel cycle facilities may make tt
intrinsically impossible to meet the technical safeguards criteria. These qualities,
denoted here as safeguardability of the fuel cycle, should be addressed in non-
proliferation analyses of fuel cycles.

The non-proliferation aspects of the Integral Fast Reactor fuel cycle and of the
oxide fuel-PUREX-based fuel cycle were compared in [13]. The results are
summarized in Chapter 9 "Perspective of Fast Burners".

4.4.3 Development of Plutonium Measurement Methods

The IAEA safeguards system classifies plutonium as special fissionable material
and as direct-use material; plutonium thus belongs to the highest safeguards risk
category of nuclear materials. The strategic value of plutonium is considered as
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independent of its isotope vector. It is expressed into a significant quantity~ of 8
kg, and the conversion time for finished metal components of plutonium is
estimated as short as I to 3 weeks, irrespective of chemical and physical form
(MOX, plutonium oxide or other pure plutonium compounds). This explains the
need for fast, precise plutonium assay methods for safeguarding plutonium at
various fuel cycle stages. Recycling of the minor ectinides (MA) neptunium and
americium is part of currently studied partitioning and transmutation schemes. Its
deployment will lead to the introduction of MINOX fuels in the nuclear fuel cycle.
Gamma-ray measurements for Pu Non-Destructive Assay applied to these fuels
will be disturbed not only by radiation from minor actinides, but also by radiation
from lanthanide fission products, which are expected to largely accompany
americium from reprocessing. As a first survey of some of these effects, High
Resolution Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy (HRGS) measurements ware made of a
spent fuel pin from the Prototype Fast Reactor of AEA at Dounreay (OK), since
MINOX fuels are not available for study yet. The spent PER fuel pin was
considered a suitable substitute, because the Pu contents of its core zone are as
high as 30%; the MA are at near-equilibrium concentrations at a burnup of 190
MWd/kg; and the lanthanldes would account for a main portion of the fission
product activity after a cooling time of 2.5 years.

The experimental results [14] indicate that the performance of the HRGS Pu
isotope assay of lantbanide contaminated MINOX fuels may not meet the present
target values. On the other hand, internal X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) with
lanthanide radiation as primary source may be applicable to determine Pu/U
mass ratios. Internal XRF may find a second application in quality control, since
the method is suitable for measuring axial profiles of the plutonium to uranium
mass ratio in order to check the homogeneity of the composition of fabricated
fuel pins. The observed gamma-rays of 24]Am (59.54 keV) and 243Cm (228.18
keV, 277.60 keV) may be useful for assay of 24JAm and 243Cm, if required;
gamma-rays of nuclides of possibly more safeguards relevance were not
observed.

4.5. Conclusions

It became clear from this study that transmutation of the existing plutonium is
priority number one. After all, proliferation, radiotoxicity and re-criticality risks are
highest for plutonium, and possibilities for future mining of this element should
be eliminated. Further as also shown elsewhere in this report, no regular LWR-
scenario may completely solve the p~utonium problem by transmutation if no
special burner reactors are applied as well.

Reduction of minor-actinides is priority number two, these ectinides contribute
for only about 10-20 % in the total long-term toxicity of once used spent nuclear
fuel Because recycting in PWRs is difficult for non-fissile ectinides (see chapter 7)
special burners like fast reactors will probably be most suited to reach a relatively
high fission rate in a high neutron flux (see chapter 9). Safety aspects of burners,
which are loaded with minor ectinides need further consideration. One solution
could be to control these burners by means of external neutron sources. Such
scenarios are however subject to some criticism as wail (chapter 10).

2The concept of significant quantity is adopted by the IAEA as a measure of
the amount of nuclear material needed for manufacturing a single first nuclear
explosive device. It is defined as "the approximate quantity of nuclear material in
respect of which, taking into account any conversion process involved, the
possibility of manufacturing a nuclear explosive device cannot be excluded".
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Compared to transmutation of the actinides, the transmutation of fission
products (chapter 12) seems less urgent. Reductions of collective dose-risks,
which are far below the natural dose-risks seem at first sight to be of minor
relevance. In proper disposal scenarios the world- and time-Integrated coI]ective
dose from fission products is less than 10 000 man Sv for each GWe year, and
thereby less than a fraction 10"9 of the natural dose risk. Resistance against the
dumping of low-level nuclear waste into the ocean has however shown that there
are incentives to reduce the dose even below such marginally small values. These
incentives seem hardly motivated by the wish to reduce dose risks to human
beings, and it Is illuminating to recall the argument on the dose risk from the
fission product 1-129, for whi~:h one might argue that "isotopic dilution with
natural iodine should reduce the highest individual doses". As long as no
agreement exists on existence of safe thresholds for dose-risks, priorities are a
matter of taste, and subject to changes.

It is shown tn chapter 12 that large-scale transmutation of Tc-99 and of 1-129 in
fission reactors will be difficult. Solutions which therefore deserve attention could
be the chemical immobilisation instead of transmutation. This could imply
research of chemical compounds containing long-lived fission products which
can retard the transport of long-lived fission products in the underground, so
effectively reducing the (already small) risks accompanied with underground
storage of fission products even more.

A further conclusion from this study is that certain criteria on the reduction of
dose risks disfavour transmutation scenarios in which waste will be strongly
contaminated with U-234 or with its precursors. This will be so for the U(Pu)
cycle but even more so in the Th(U) cycle, wherein orders of magnitude higher
amounts of U-234 will be produced. In not entirely closed fuel cycles it might be
necessary to develop disposal methods in order to prevent the radon emanation
from the waste to reach the atmosphere within a few days after it has been
formed. It will however not be easy to design storage facilities that fulfil this
requirement for hundred thousands of years unless one considers disposal in
remote unpopulatad areas or beneath the deep ocean.

Regarding the study of non-proliferation issues it could be concluded that the
main instrument for non-proliferation the non-proliferation treaty should be
accompanied by an Improved, credible safeguards system. Because the presence
of a peaceful nuclear fuel cycle may affect the development time of a nuclear
weapon, it should be addressed in proliferation risk analysis
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5. PERSPECTIVE OF CHEMICAL PARTITIONING

(R.J.M. Konings, P.J.A.M. Blankenvoorde, E.H.P. Cordfunke)

5.1 Introduction

An important condition for the effectiveness of the application of transmutation
of actlnides and long-lived fission products is the separation ("partitioning") from
high level waste (HLW) during reprocessing. On basis of differences In physical-
chemical properties like solubility, diffusion rate, volatility or oxidation potential,
actinides and fission products can be isolated from the fuel. The success of the
application of the transmutation process is predominantly determined by the
effectiveness of the separation process. This effectiveness can be expressed as
the fraction of the products of interest that have been recovered (recovery yield),
For instance, the aim is to recover Pu for more than 9g.9%; as a result less than
0.1% remains in the waste stream. To give an impre~ion of the amounts of
actinides and fission products involved in the reprocessing process, the
composition of spent fuel is given in table 5.1.

Table 5. t. The composition of irradiated PWR-fuel 0000 MegaWatt power
reactor, 3.5 % enriched in ~U; 33000 MWd) after a cooling
period of 3 years [11.

Elements Amount (kg/tU)

uranium
plutonium
remaining actlnides

neptunium 0.4
americium 0.3
curium 0.03

fission products
noble gases (Kr, Xe) 5
alkali metals (Cs, Rb) 4
alkali-earth metals (Sr, Ba) 2
yttrium and lanthanides 10
zirconium 4
tellurium, selenium 0..5
molybdenum 3
halides 0.2
technetium
noble metals (Ru, Rh, Pd) 4
remaining (Ag, Cd, Sn, 8b) 0.3

955
10
1

34

The separation process is complex and strongly differs for different fuel types
(uranium or plutonium; metallic or oxidic; enrichment; burnup; cladding type).
Two main-separation methods can be distinguished:

Hydrochemical ("wet") separation, based on the dissolution of spent fuel,
followed by the distribution of the elements over two immisoible liquid
phases or by selective precipitation.
Pyrochemical ("dry") separation, based on extraction processes at high
temperatures (for example, distillation, selective extraction by liquid metals or
molten salts).
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The PUREX-process (Plutonium Uranium Refining by l~?¢traction) is a
hydrochemical process for the reprocessing of spent LWR-fuel that is
commercially applied in France (COGE/¢~, La Hague), Great-Britain (BNFL,
Sellafield) and Japan (Tokai Works, Tokai Mura). Nowadays, other hydrochemical
processes like TRUEX, DIAMEX and TRPO are being developed that aim to
partition beside uranium and plutonium also the minor actinides Am, Cm and
Np. These hydrochemical processes are dealt with in detail in chapter 5.2.
Chapter 5.3 discusses pyrochemical the purification of metallic fuels in molten
salts. This process has been proposed for the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor
concept (ALMR) developed in the United States.

5.2 The hydrochemical separation processes

In the first step of the reprocessing, the cladding is removed from the spent fuel.
This step is rather important for the resulting separation efficiency: for instance,
Pu losses up to 0.1% appear at mechanically decladding. If very high separation
efficiencies (> 99.9%) are required, the cladding is chopped into pieces, after
which it can be treated in the dissolution step together with the fuel. By
dissolving the fuel in nitric acid (HNO3) the actinides and most of the fission
products turn up as ions in the solution. However, a small amount of the fuel is
poorly soluble in HNO~ and remains as residue. This residue consists of small
amounts of uranium oxide, fuel particles and of the metallic phase that has been
formed in the UO2-matdx during normal operation. Molybdenum, technetium and
the noble metals ruthenium, palladium and rhodium are the principal
constituents of this metallic phase [2].

After the dissolution step, selective precipitation is carried out in order to remove
certain fission products that otherwise would be isolated together with uranium
and plutonium. For instance, by addition of oxalic acid, or a mixture of
manganese nitrate and potassium permanganate, the fission products zirconium,
niobium, ruthenium and palladium can be removed. After the selective
precipitation, uranium and plutonium can be separated from the HLW by
carrying out a liquid-liquid extraction process. The aqueous phase that contains
the dissolved spent fuel is contacted with an organic phase containing the
extractant trim-butyl phosphate (TBP). In La Hague a 30% TBP solution in
dodecane is used as organic phase. The TBP selectively complexes ions which
are extracted into the organic phase. Four major steps can be considered in the
PUREX process:
1. Coextraction of uranium (U) and plutonium (Pu) resulting in a separation of

these elements from other actinides and fission products,
2. Partitioning of Pu from U and proceeding removal of fission products,
3. Purification of Pu,
4. Purification of U.
Because of their great chemical resistance, TBP and dodecane have been
selected for the organic phase. However, some degradation of the organic phase
by radio]ysis cannot be prevented. These products are removed by washing the
extraction solvent regularly because their presence leads to lower extraction
efficiency.

5.2.1 Uranium and plutonium

The nitric acid, in which the spent fuel has been dissolved, oxidises uranium to
its highest oxidation state (6+):

UO2(s) + 4 HNO~(aq) = UO~2+(aq) + 2 NO~’(aq) + 2 NO~(g) + 2 H~O(I)
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For plutonium is of importance that the valence of the cation is 4+:

PuOz(s) + 4 HNO~(aq) = Pu4+(aq) + 4 NO3"(aq) + 2

Next, the TBP.dodecane solution is added to the aqueous phase in order to
complex the U02~+ and Pu’~+ cations according to:

UO~2+(aq) + 2 NOj’(aq) + 2 TBP(org) = UO~(NO~)2 ¯ 2TBP(org)
Pu4+(aq) + 4 NOj(aq) + 4 TBP(org) = Pu(NO~)4 ¯ 4TBP(org)

which are then concentrated into the organic phase (extraction). The efficiency of
this extraction step is expressed in a so-called distribution coefficient, the
quotient of the concentrations in the organic- and aqueous phase at equilibriuim:

Du = [UO~(NO~)z ¯ 2TBP](org)/[UOaa+](aq)

The U(VI) and Pu(IV) valence adjustment ls important in this first extraction step,
because for other valences of these two elements the corresponding distribution
coefficients are lower, leading to a less effective partitioning from the fission
products will be lower. In general, the U and Pu distribution coefficients under
extraction conditions are much higher than 1, while the distribution coefficients
of the fission products and other acfinides are much lower than 1, The result is a
gross separation of U and Pu from the rest of the actinides and fission products
in the first extraction step. For equilibrium reactions, the separation factor for two
nuclides x and y (SF,~,) equals the quotient of the separate distribution
coefficients.

In the second step, Pu is partitioned from U by reducing Pu(IV) to Pu(lll) by the
addition of uranium(IV)-nitrate. As a result, Pu(lll) is back-extracted Into the
aqueous phase, while U remains in the organic phase.

In table 5.2 It can be seen that the current U and Pu separation efficiencies are
about 99,88%. In order to reduce the radiotoxicity of HLW below that of the
uranium ore within 250 years, the Pu separation efficiency must be higher than
99.9%. One has to realize however, that the separation efficiencies are difficult to
determine exactly and that probably the efflciencies even must be higher than
99.9% because of losses during refabricating and multiple reprocessing. Besides
the separation efficiency, also the purity of the partitioned product plays an
important role. For example, reprocessed uranium always contains a small
amount of technetium that might lead to radiation problems during the
enrichment and refabrication of the fuel.

Table 5.2. Separation efficiency for actinides In the PUREX-process (% of feed)

separation efficiency (%)
actinide currenta possibleb required¢

U 99.88 99,88 99.9
Np (90-95)~ 95 95-99
Pu 99.88 99,99 99.9
Am 0 90 95-99

current commercial PURE.X-process [3]
with current technology
global target values to reduce the radiotoxicity of HLW below the uranium
ore toxicity within 250 years
not standard
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The separation efficiencies in the PUREX process are predominantly determined
by the way the valence states of the ions are controlled. But also the HNO3
concentration and the temperature are of importance because the distribution
coefficient D strongly depends on these parameters. In the ]MPUREX-process
(IMproved PURIDO, higher HNO3 concentrations and higher temperatures are
used in the first extraction step, which results in substantial improvement of the
separation efficieneies of uranium and plutonium [4].

5.2.2 Neptunium, americium and curium

Americium and curium remain in the aqueous phase, together with the fission
products. From tame 1 it is clear that the amount of curium is small which
makes partitioning for the reduction of the radiotoxicity of HLW less relevant.
However, the partitioning of curium is needed anyway, because multiple recycling
of curium is unwanted due to the neutron emission from Cm-242 and Cm-244
which causes problems during fuel refabricaging.

Therefore, in various countries new separation processes are being developed to
separate the minor actinides from the HLW. The aqueous waste stream from the
PUREX process is the input of these new processes (Fig. 5.1). In the U.S. in the
mid-eighties, Horwitz and Schulz developed the TRUEX (TRansUranium
EXtraction) process [5,8,9]. As extractant CMPO Is added to TBP in the organic
solution. CMPO has affinity for the +3,+4 and +6 valence states, and therefore
extracts Am(Ill) and Cm(lll) from the aqueous phase. More than 99.9% of the
actinides are recovered by the process. The actinide activity in the ultimate waste
is less than 100 nCi/gram.

U Pu

PUREX

Np,Tc,l,Zr

DIAMEX

fission products

Ac(tlI)

separation

Ac(III)/Ln(III)

Ln(III)

~g. 5.1: Schematic flowsheet for the separation of actinides.

At JAERI in Japan, another phosphorus extractant (diisodecyl phosphoric acid,
DIDPA) has been tested. The minor actinides could easily be isolated together
with the lanthanides. More than 99.9% of Am and Cm was partitioned.
Essentially, this extractant has the same chemical properties as CMPO and TRPO
(see below). It coextracts the lanthanides with the minor actinides [10].
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In France, research is performed to extract the minor actinides with diamides (so-
called malonamides) which are easier to synthesize and are therefore cheaper
than organophospborus compounds. The main advantage of diamides compared
to CMPO and other phosphorus extractants (DIDPA,TRPO) is the complete
incinerability of diamides during regeneration of the solvent, leading to less
waste. The malonamides are used in the DIAMEX (DIAMide Extraction) process
and recovery yields higher than 99.9% for the minor actinides can be obtained.

In China, the TRPO (TRialkyl Phosphine Oxide extraction) process has been
developed as an alternative for the TRUEX/DIAMEX processes [11]. The aim is
also to partition all the actinides from the HLW. Tdalkyl(C6-CS)phosphine oxide
is used to extract the actinides from HLW solutions. In this process It Is possible
to separate Np, U and Pu from the actinides Am and Cm. Unfortunately similar
to the TRUEX end DIAMF.X processes, it is impossible to separate the
lanthanides from americium and curium with the used extrectant. Researchers
from ITU (Karlsruhe) tested the TRPO process [8]. The performance was
essentially the same as for the TRUEX and DIAMEX processes. The recovery yield
of the minor actinides was higher than 99.9%.

The TRUEX-process is also being explored in Europe (Italy, Germany and France)
and Asia (Japan, India), [8]. Specially the American and Japanese researchers
have gathered much experimental experience. Tests on pilot plant scale have
been done. Active experimental programs are In progress In the U.S. to optimize
the process, and to determine the technical and economic feasibility of several
potential applications of the process. Still problems need to be solved. During the
cleanup of the solvent, secondary solid phosphorus wastes are generated, and
the regeneration of the solvent is a bottle-neck in the process. The process is in
a far more advanced state than the French DIAt~IEX and Chinese TRPO process,
particularly because of the compatibility with existing PUREX plants facilities. In
general all competing processes prove to be useful for partitioning aetinides from
HLW. However, the completely incinerability of the extractant In the DIAMEX
process is an important advantage compared to the other processes. Also the
synthesis of diamides is easier and the degradation products are less harmful.

A comparison of the decontamination factors (DF) for the actinides obtained with
CMPO and malonamides Is given in table 5.3. The meaning of the
decontamination factor is not always clear. Strictly it ls defined as:

DF = Cone. of contaminant in feed ¯ Cone. of solute of interest In product
Conc. of contaminant in product     Cone. of solute of interest in feed

Here, it expresses the increase of the ratio of a solute and a contaminant in the
feed relative to this ratio in the product, and is a measure for the purity of the
separated product with regard to the contaminant. Improved decontamination
factors can be achieved by increasing the number of separation stages. A
decontamination-factor of 10 is low and 105 to 10B for uranium relative to
plutonium in the PUREX uranium-plutonium partition cycle is relatively high. The
decontamination factor can also be defined as: the ratio of the Initial activity of a
nuclide in the effluent to the final activity in the effluent. Here it ls a measure for
the separation efficiency for a nuclide in the process, instead of the purity. Note
that if the DF is defined in this way, it expresses the same as the recovery yield,
For example recovery yields of 90%, 99% and 99.9% corresponds to DF values of
10, IOt and I0~ respectively.
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Table 5.3.     Decontamination factors" for CMPO (TRUEX) and diamides
(DIAMEX) on laboratory scale [6].

Ion CMPO Diamide

UO2a+ > 10s > 10~

pu’~+ > 10~ > 10~

Am~+ 5 10~ 1.2 10~

Cma+ 10°-10~ 6.7 10~b

Np"+ 10°-10a 144

The decontamination factor is defined as the ratio of the initial activity and
the final activity of the element to be partitioned in the waste stream.
Europium has been used to simulate the behaviour of curium.

The current and required separation factors of Am and Cm In the PUREX-
process are also included in table 5.2. It is clear that further optimizing of
separation processes is required for the introduction of transmutation as a
realistic option for the treatment of nuclear high level waste.

The limitation of above described processes is that both CMPO/DIDPA/TRPO and
diamides do not provide a solution for the partitioning of actinides from
lanthanides. Already in the 1960s a process was developed for the separation of
actinides from lanthanides (TRAMEX process) [81. In this process, tertiary amines
of quartenary ammonium salts were used for the selective extraction of actinides
from HCI solutions. High concentrations of LICI were used as salting agent to
enhance the extracting power. The recovery yields of the minor actinides were
higher than 99.9% and also the purity of the actinides with respect to the
lanthanides expressed in a decontamination factor was good. The
decontamination factor of actinides versus lanthanides was higher than 104. In
spite of excellent performance, the process appeared poorly suited for use at
reprocessing scale:

corrosion problems occur due to the hydrochloric acid medium,
because of the non-incinerability of UCI, the amount of waste is increased.

The present-day research is therefore directed to design separation systems
without the use of non-incinerable salting agents, and extractants must be
completely incinerable in order to reduce the production of secondary wastes
during regeneration of the solvent. Studies in France with synergistic systems
give good results for the partitioning of americium from europium (Eu is used to
simulate the behaviour of Cm) on laboratory scale. The research in this field still
is in an initial stage.

In addition to the above mentioned solvent-extraction processes, considerable
attention Is given to the possibility of applying the Supported Uquid membrane
(SLM) technique to the separation of trivalent actinides from nuclear waste
solutions [12]. In this technique the actinide ions are transported across a
membrane against their concentration gradient ("up-hill"), as the driving force is
provided by the chemical potential difference of species other than the
transported actinide ion. The membrane consists of an organic solution absorbed
on a thin microporous film. The effectiveness of the SLM technique is thus
predominantly determined by the properties of the organic solution that is used
as carrier. Various classes of compounds are being studied at present of which
functionalized macrocyc]ic carrier molecules (calixarenes, crown-ethers,
resorcinares) are very promising. Such molecules have been applied effectively to
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the separation of cesium from HLW [13] but the application in the extraction of
(trivalent) actinides has been initiated only recently.

Neptunium takes up a special place. In the PUREX process, it is difficult to
control the concentration NO~" and NO2" and as a result it is difficult to maintain
the desired equilibrium between Np(V) (not extractable In TBP) and Np(VI) and
Np(IV) (extraetab]e in TBP). In La Hague, 80% of the neptunium is isolated
together with U and Pu in the organic phase, while 20% remains in the nitric acid
solution. Further partitioning takes place in the next steps. The TRUEX and
DIAMEX processes improve the Np partitioning substantially (see table 5.3).

5.3 Pyrochemical reprocessing

In the United States the so-called Integral Fast Reactor (IFR, PRISM) is being
developed, in which the spent fuel is reprocessed on-site for the refabriosging of
new fuel. As yet, metallic fuel (U-Pu-Zr alloys) are used that can be
pyrochemically reprocessed. The alto is the removal of the fission productS from
the spent fuel, the addition of Pu produced in the blanket to the core elements,
and the recovery of uranium, plutonium and the minor actinides. The fission
products are not recycled for transmutation in this process.

The pyrochemical reprocessing process consists of two steps [14]:
] Concentration of Pu, formed in the blanket, into a chlodde salt that is used

in a next step, the so-called ’halide slagging’.
2 Electrochemical partitioning of uranium, plutonium and the rest of the

actinides from fission products and zirconium.
The details of these steps are shortly described.

5.3.1 "Halide slagging"

In this first step, the fuel from the blanket that has been enriched in Pu during
irradiation, is molten in a beryllium-oxide crucible. Hereafter, the Pu Is
concentrated in a salt mixture that floats upon the molten fuel. The process
temperature is about 1250-1300 °C. The stable and involatile calcium- and
badum chlorides are used as the sail m~xture. Plutonium is oxidised by addition
of UCI~ to the salt:

Pu(ss) + UCla(salt) = PuCb(salt) + U(ss)

The Pu/Q ratio in the salt is now high and this salt is used as addition in a next
step: the electrochemical partitioning of fuel from the core.

5.3.2 Electrochemical separation of actinides in liquid salts

The principle of electrochemical partitioning is based on the selective oxidation of
metals by use of external voltage applied in an electrochemical ceil. For the IFR,
a cell has been designed in which the electrolyte is formed by a molten salt and
the anode by a liquid metal. As anode material, liquid cadmium has been chosen
because it is a good solvent for uranium and plutonium and not the for the noble
metals. Moreover, cadmium does not react with steel. The process temperature
is limited to .500 °C because of the high volatility of cadmium. The liquid
electrolyte material is a mixture of BaCI2 (35.5 mole %), CaCI2 (19.5 mole %),
both coming from the ’halide slagging" step, NaCI and UCI.
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Shortly, the process can be described as follows. The fuel is dissolved in the
liquid anode while the fission gases are liberated. Due to the good solubility of
the actinides and the low solubility of the fission products like molybdenum,
zirconium and the noble metals, the first partitioning takes place. Subsequently,
by oxidation at the anode, the reaction:

U(Cd) + 3 CI" = UCl3(salt) +

takes place, in which a trivalent cation is formed that dissolves in the electrolyte.
The reverse reaction takes place at the cathode:

UCl~(salt) + 3e" = U(s) + 3 CI"

By the choice of the cathode material, solid metal or also liquid cadmium, pure
actinide metal or a mixture of uranium and the rest of the actinides can be
obtained, respectively. In the latter case, the cadmium-cathode is evaporated,
which is possible due to the high volatility of cadmium, to recover the actinides.

In theory high recovery yields for actinldes (99.9 to 99.99%) are feasible in this
process. Recovery yields of 95% for uranium and 99% for mixtures of uranium
and actinides have been obtained till now [12], which are still too low.

The fission products are concentrated in three waste streams in the process:
the fission gases (krypton, xenon, elementary iodine) are trapped,
the electropositive fission products (among others the rare earths, cesium,
strontium) remain in the salt,
the noble metals (among others ruthenium, palladium) remain at the
cadmium-anode.

5.4 Conclusions

High separation efficiencies for the ectinides are required to reduce the ~-
radiotoxicity of HLW below that of the uranium ore within 250 years.
Partitioning of actinides by means of the described hydrochemieal separation
processes is possible. More specifically, the required separation efficiencies
for uranium and plutonium can be achieved in the commercial well known
PUREX process. However, the processes for partitioning of minor-actinides
(solvent extraction as well as SLM) still have to be proven on large scale to
be a reliable option for this purpose.

To meet the required separation efficiencies for neptunium, curium and
americium other processes like TRUEX, DIAMEX or TPRO have been
developed. The development of the TRUEX process is in the most advanced
stage (i.e, the pilot plant stage). The complete incinerability of the extractant
in the DIAMEX process is an important advantage in waste management
considerations, leading to less waste during regeneration of the solvent.

The present-day developments in the field of minor actinide extraction raise
the expectation that the required separation efficiencies can be realized in
the future. However, the selectivity in these processes has to be improved,
because the lanthanides are isolated together with the minor-actinides from
the rest of the fission products. Also the losses in other steps in the fuel
cycle, like the fuel fabricating, have to be minimized.

The integral fast reactor concept (IFR, PRISM) offers great opportunities for
the partitioning of actinides, but not yet for the partitioning of fission
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products. The developing of the concept is in the so-calIed preliminary plant
design.
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6. INERT MATRICES

(J.L Kloosterman and R.J.M. Konings)

6.~I Incentives for Inert Matrices

Transmutation of actinldes can be achieved by neutron capture reactions, by
fission reactions, or by a combination of these two reactions. The first type of
reactions leads to activation products which are also radioactive and which are in
many cases as radiotuxic as the initial nuclide. The second type of reactions
leads to fission products, which exhibit in many cases/3" and 1’ decay. Because
the half lives of most fission products are small compared to those of actinides,
the radiotoxicity of fission products decreases rapidly with time; after a few
hundred years a reduction factor of 100,000 has been achieved. The third type of
reactions is generally less efficient.

A large reduction of radiotoxicity of actinides is achieved when eventually a large
fraction (e.g. more than 80%) of the initially present actinides has been fissioned.
A very high burnup of 800 MWd!kgA (per kg of Actinide) is needed. If actinides
are irradiated at high concentrations, e.g. as a pure oxide with density of about
10 gcm-~, the actinide target may be destroyed by buildup of fission products far
before the requested burnup witl have been achieved. Furthermore, for many
actinides the power density in such targets Is much too high for current reactors.

There are two options to avoid these problems: irradiating actinides at dilute
concentrations in the fuel or irradiating actinides in some (neutron) inert matrix.
The first option implies that the actinides are mixed with fuel Studies on
transmutation of minor acfinides in fast reactors [1] and thermal reactors [2]
showed that transmutation rates are only moderate then and that buildup of Pu-
238 will severely complicate reprocessing. This is mainly due to the fact that the
fuel has to be unloaded from the core long before a substantial part of the minor
acfinides has been fissioned. Also fuel fabrication is hampered by the radioactivity
(¥ activity) of actinides, which requires heavy and cumbersome shielding [3]. In
case of plutonium recycling thermal reactors offer important possibilities for
homogeneous transmutation.

The second option implies that the actinides are mixed with some neutron inert
matrix like AlzO~ or MgAI204. Then the ectinide target can be irradiated and
reprocessed or repacked independently of the refuelling scheme, possibly leading
to much longer irradiation times. A large fraction of the initially present actinides
can be fissioned, leading to a large reduction of the radiotoxicity [4]. Irradiation
of actinides at di]uta concentrations will lead to lower macroscopic cross sections
and higher average neutron fluxes in the target. This gives higher relative
transmutation rates.

6.2 Physical Aspects of Inert Matrices

During irradiation, inert matrices will be severely damaged by fission product
recoil, fission-product buildup and neutron Interaction. Clearly it will be difficult to
find an inert matrix able to withstand these processes and which satisfies all other
physics and chemistry demands. Of the physics demands the most important
ones are: low neutron absorption cross section, low thermal expansion
coefficient, high thermal conductivity and high melting point.
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In the future, neutron inert matrices might be used for manufacturing advanced
fuel assemblies. Replacing the uranium matrix in fuel by a neutron inert matrix
has large consequences on the reactor physics behaviour of the core and on
safety parameters. In a uranium matrix the presence of large amounts of U-238
leads to a negative fuel tempereture coefficient caused by the Doppler effect
(broadening of resonances with increasing fuel temperature leading to an
increase of the neutron capture rate). The absence of the Doppler reactivity effect
in other neutron inert matr)ces urges to look for matrices which exhibit capture
resonance behaviour strong enough to compensate for the absence of LI-238.
On the other hand, penalties in terms of extra fuel enrichment to compensate for
neutron capture In the matrix should not be too large. The absence of LI-238 will
also lead to less plutonium buildup, which leads to a larger bumup reactivity
swing of the reactor. For modern light water reactors or fast reactors this would
imply that either the initial fuel enrichment should be increased and that burnable
poisons be used, or that the cycle length decreased. For reactors which can be
refuelled on-line, like CAbIDLI reactors, this is probably not necessary.

6.3 Chemical aspects of inert matrices

Apart from an inert behavJour of the matrix with respect to neutron activation, the
matrix should also have a chemically inert behaviour. This means that the matrix
should be stable (inert) with respect to the actinide and its possible impurities
such as the lanthanides, the cladding and the eoolant. In contrast, the materials
should preferrably dissolve in nitric acid, the reference solvent for the P(JREX
process when multiple recycling is considered.

Various types of inert matrices are being considered: oxides, nitrides, metals and
carbides. Of these materials, oxides seems the best candidates for use in water-
cooled reactors because of their resistance toward oxidation by water vapour,
nitddes and metals seems more appropriate for use in fast reactors in view of
their compatibility with liquid sodium. Most attention is presently being given to
oxidic materials, like the simple oxides MgO, AI~O~, Y~O3aod CeO~ or the double
oxides MgAI=O4 (spinel) and Y~AI~O~2 (YAG), all having some advantages and
disadvantages with respect to fabrication, stability, compatibility or processing
(Table 6.1). Further research is also needed in this respect, especially into new
fabrication routes (e.g. sol-gel method) as remote handling of plutonium and
americium is required,

Table 6. l: Summanj of the properties of selected inert matrix materials

neutronics ~herraal irradiation thermal cornpatlb~ty f~brication
stability behaviou~ conduct.

BeO %’{" ÷÷ ÷÷ - ?
MgO ++ ++ + ++ - +
CaO ++ ++ .’? + - +
.M,~ O~ ++ ++ - ++ +/- -
Y~Oa + ++ ? - ? ?
ZrO~ ++ +/- + - 44 ++
CeO~ + + ? ? ++ ++
ZrSiO~ ++ - ++ - ? ?
MgAI~O~ ++ ++ ++ + ++
YaAi~O~ + + ? ? ?
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An advantage of the use of inert matrices is the possibility of improving the
thermal conductivity of the fuel material. Regular fuels composed of UO2 and/or
PuO~ have a poor thermal conductivity, leading to a high central fuel temperature
durlng normal operation and a rapid temperature increase during loss-of-coolant
conditions. The thermal conductivity of oxidic mateda]s like BoO, MgO and A]203
is considerably higher than that of UO~, resulting to a much better fuel
performance (figure 6.1 ).

i 4O

0
300 800 1300 1800 2300

Figure 6.1 The thermal conductiaity of some oxidic inert matrix materials

6.4 Demonstration experiments

Demonstration experiments for the use of inert matrices for the transmutation of
minor actinldes are planned by the EFF~RA group for the end of this
decennium. However, a considerable amount of research needs to be done in
advance. A major uncertainty in the seiecfion of the final inert matrix material is
the structural and mechanical behaviour during irradiation. Radiation induced
damage resulting from recoil of alpha-particles and high energetic fission
fragments can lead to dislocations, voids, swelling and, eventually,
amorphisation. In a series of irradiation tests in the Ph~nix reactor in France and
in the HFR-Petten, candidate materials will be tested in the coming years as part
of the EFTTRA cooperation. In the first phase of the programme uranium-based
targets will be used to simulate the fission power of minor actlnides like
americium [5]. These experiments will be followed by irradiations of americium-
based targets. Parallel studies are being done on the plutonium-based targets In
other international programs such as CAPRA or OMEGA.

In support of these experiments, further research is required in the following

(i) The preparation of minor-actinide actinide containing targets also needs to
be investigated. Due to the high radiotoxieity of most minor actlnide
nuclides, standard fuel fabrication methods cannot be applied. As it is
important to protect personei by shielding against y-radiation and by
minimizing dust production, remote fabrication techniques should be
employed. Sol-gel methods seem the most appropriate for this purpose.
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(ii) Basic data on the fuel materials should be measured as information on
thermal conductivity, oxygen potential and heat capacity are required to
assess fuel behaviour.

Within the EFFFRA group these items will be adressed in the coming years.
A rather extensive HFR irradiation programme is defined with emphasis on
irradiation in thermal systems [4,5].
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7. EVOLUTIONARY OPTIONS (MOX)
(J.L. Kloosterman)

In this chapter results from ECN’s own evaluations ere combined with those from
the European Strategy Study in which ECN cooperates with CEA, Siemens, AEA
and BN.

7.1 Scenario Studies

Scenario Description
In the European strategy study, the waste production and cycle Inventories of six
different scenarios called R1, R2, R3, RPI.1, RP1.2 and RP2, are studied 11,2,3].
All scenarios cover the period from 2000 to 2]00, and the Installed nuclear park
has a total power of 120 GWe, which Is the expected nuclear power output of
Western Europe in the year 2000. In scenario R1, no P&T is considered end all
spent fuel is disposed of. In scenario R2, plutonium recycling in PWRs Is conside-
red with a maximum MOX core load of 30%. In scenario R3, plutonium recycling
in PWRs is considered until 2020, whereafter plutonium is recycled in Fast
Reactors (FRs) of the ’European Fast Reactor’ (EFR) design. Scenario RPI.I is
equal to R2 except for the fact that after 2010 enhanced reprocessing is used,
enabling recycling plutonium, neptunium and americium in PWRs. The same
holds for the differences between scenarios RP1.2 and R3. There are two
differences between scenarios RPI.1 and RP1.2: In scenario RP1.2, FRs are used
after 2020 to transmute plutonium, neptunium and americium, whereas in
scenario RPI.1 PWRs are used for this purpose, and in scenario RPI.1 recycling
neptunium end emericium is effectuated from the year 2010, wheras in scenario
RP1.2 this is done only from 2020 when the FRs are introduced (although
reprocessing americium and neptunium Is done from 2010 in both scenarios, the
amounts of americium and neptunium recovered between 2010 and 2020 in
scenario RPI.2 are put in interim storage to be recycled In FRs from 2020). In
the last scenario RP2, it is assumed that new reprocessing technologies in the
year 2030 enables one to partition plutonium, neptunium, americium, curium,
technetium and iodine, and to transmute these elements in a ’CAPRA’ like fast
reactor especially designed for burning plutonium and to a lesser extent minor
actinides. A diagram of the different scenarios is given in Figure 7.1. The
reprocessing losses for different elements for the scenarios described above are
given in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Reprocessing losses (’~) for each scenario.

R1 1oo 100 lOO 100 100 1oo loo

R2 0.3 0.5 lOO 100 100 100 100

R3al 0.9 0.25 1oo lOO 100 100 100

RPI.Ib~ 0.3 0.5 5 5 I00 IOO 100

RP1.2b) 0,3 0.5 5 5 100 100 100

RP2 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.5 10 10

Valid for the FR spent fuel reprocesslng (after 2020). For the PWR spent fuel
reprocessing the losses of the R2 scenario are used.
Valid for reprocessing of the PWR and FR spent fuel after 2010. Between
2000 and 2010 reprocessing losses of the R2 scenario are used.
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Reduction of actinide mass
The nuclide masses disposed of at the year 2100 for each scenario are given in
Table 7.2 [2,3]. A considerable reduction of the plutonium mass in the waste can
be achieved for scenarios R2, R3, RPI.1, RP1.2 and RP2. The neptunium and
americium masses can also be considerably reduced upon recycling in either
PWRs or FRs (scenarios RPI.1 and RP1.2 and RP2). However, in all cases the
curium mass in the waste increases, especially when americium Is recycled in
PWRs (scenario RPI.1).

Table 7.2: Nuclide masses (t) in the waste at the year 2100.

Pu Np Am Cm I

R1 1870 140 310 6 200 52

R2 22 100 420 65 200

R3 23 94 250 40 200 55

RPI.1 22 12 27 t08 200 52

RP1.2 23 tl 24 54 2OO 55

RP2 7 7 11 lO 9o 3O

Radiotoxicity reduction
The radiotoxicity of the waste of the scenarios R2, R3, RPI.1, RP1.2 and RP2
relative to that of scenario Ri is shown in Figure 7.2 as a function of storage
time [3]. Between 104 and 10s years of storage, the radiotoxicity is reduced with
a factor of 5 to 10 when plutonium is recycled (scenarios R2 and R3). When also
americium and neptunium are recycled, the radiotoxicity of the waste is reduced
with a factor of 10 already after 102 years of storage. In the most advanced RP2
(CAPRA-type) scenario a factor of 100 waste radiotoxicity reduction is reached
after 100 years.

The radiotoxicity of the whole fuel cycle (waste, depleted uranium, reprocessed
uranium, fuel inventories and interim storage inventories) of the scenarios R2,
R3, RPI.1, RPI.2 and RP2 relative to that of scenario R1 is shown in Figure 7.3
as a function of storage time [3]. It is seen that the reduction of the cycle
inventory is much less than that of the waste inventory. This is due to several
reasons. First, because of the multiple recycling scheme, actinides which are
disposed of as waste in scenario R1 are used as fuel in the other scenarios.
Therefore, the radiotoxicity of the fuel inventory in each scenario increases
considerably at the beginning of the scenario. The cycle inventory reduction of
each scenario is expected to be larger when the scenario would extend over a
longer time. Secondly, the cycle inventory of each scenario also includes the
depleted and reprocessed uranium, which is almost not recycled. This means
that after a storage time of about 2 10~ to .5 10~ years, the cycle inventory
reduction of each scenario cannot be much higher than shown in Figure 7.3,
because the depleted and reprocessed uranium contribute for 50% or more to
the radiotoxicity of the cycle inventory. Use of this uranium is only likely when
resources are shrinking and!or when breeder reactors need to be introduced.
Reduction of "cycle" inventory radiotoxicity is only possible if a very large time
span is considered and/or special end-scenarios are applied at the end of the
nuclear era. This is discussed in chapter 13.
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Figure 7.2. Radiotoxicity of the "waste" inventory as a function of storage
time [3].
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Figure 7.3. Radiotoxicity of the "cycle" inventory as a function of storage
time [3], including waste, depleted and reprocessed uranium,
fuel and interim-storage inventories.
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7.2 Transmutation of Minor Actinides in Fast Reactors

Effect on reactivity coefficients [4,5]
]n fast reactors, minor ecfinides can be transmuted together with plutonium.
Just like fission products, minor actinides absorb neutrons. In case of sodium
voiding in the core, this absorption decreases and the ratio of fission to
absorption cross section increases due to spectrum hardening, leading to a
reactivity increase, This positive contribution to the Sodium Void Effect (SVE) is
one of the major drawbacks of recycling minor ectinides in fast reactors, and
should be compensated by other means, for instance core size reduction. Also
the Doppler coefficient is reduced when minor actinides are recycled in fast
reactors, because of the high plutonium enrichments. Due to conversion of
minor actinldes to nuclides with relative high fission cross section, especially the
transmutation of Np-237 and Am-241 to Pu-238 and Cm-242, respectively, the
burnup reactivity swing is considerably reduced when minor actinides are
recycled in fast reactors, which is a benefit for shutdown requirements.
Unfortunately, this benefit is smaller for reduced core sizes due to the higher
plutonium enrichment required for smaller cores, leading to a lower conversion
ratio.

Transmutation capabilities [4,5]
The maximum amount of minor actinides in fast reactors is limited to about 3%
of the total Heavy Metal (HM) mass. This limit is determined by the amount of
Pu-238 in spent fuel, which may not exceed 5% of the total plutonium mass due
to spontaneous fission and ~ activity. With thls loading of minor ectinides, the
yearly production of three to four Light Water Reactors (LWRs) of the same
power can be transmuted in one fast reactor.
Because fast reactors with large core size have lower leakage than fast reactors
with small core size, they need a lower plutonium enrichment, which leads to a
higher neutron flux. Therefore, fast reactors with large core size are able to
transmute larger amounts of minor actinides than fast reactors with small core
size. However, when both plutonium and minor ectinides are to be transmuted in
one reactor, a small core has preference above a large one [6].

Comparison of metal and oxide fuelled fast reactors [7]
For many nuclides, the ratio of fission to absorption cross sections for metal fuel
is higher than for oxide fuel. This could lead to a better transmutation
performance of metal fuelled reactors. These expectations cannot be confirmed
by calculations. Due to the higher density of metal fuel, the absolute
transmutation rate is about 15% higher than for oxide fuelled reactors, but the
transmutation half lives are the same (about 11 years with initial amounts of
minor ectinides of 2.75 and 3% of the total heavy metal mass for metal and
oxlde fuel, respectively). Similar conclusions are obtained in the EC;N study by
Bultman [6].

Influence of lanthanides [2,8]
Lanthanides behave chemically similar to minor actinides, which complicates
partitioning minor ectinides from lanthanides considerably. Because lanthanides
and fission products in general deteriorate reactivity coefficients of fast reactors
(the SVE becomes more positive and the Doppler coefficient less negative), the
total amount of lanthanides and minor actinides has to be limited. Studies [2,8]
showed that the sum of lanthanides and minor actinides in fast reactors should
not exceed

Conclusion
Limited amounts of minor actinides (upto 3%) can be transmuted effectively in
fast reactors within the existing safety margins.
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7.3 Transmutation of Americium in Thermal Reactors

Transmutation in L WRs [9]
Because Pu-241 decays with a half life of 14.4 years to Am-241, it is inevitable
that MOX fuel contains small amounts of Am-241. To transmute americium in
LWRs, the americium contents of the MOX fuel should be enlarged. To keep the
cycle length unchanged, the plutonium enrichment in the MOX fuel should
increase. Practically, this limits the extra amount of americium because a too
high plutonium enrichment yields a positive coolant void coefficient. When
americium is recycled once, only a small fraction of the initially present
americium is eventually fissioned. This gives a moderate radiotoxicity reduction
only of some tens of percents after 1,000 or 10,000 years of storage. Multiple
recycling is most probably not a]lowed because this would yield a too high
plutonium enrichment with a positive coolant void coefficient. Recycling
americium in MOX fuel will have large consequences for the shielding in MOX
fuel fabrication plants [10].

Transmutation in HFRs [I 1]
Because of the difficulties encountered in reprocessing and fuel fabrication when
multiple recycling of americium is considered (high ,~ activities and spontaneous
fission rates of Pu-238, Cm-242 and Cm-244), a single recycling scheme is
proposed in which americium is irradiated at dilute concentrations in a neutron
inert matrix. For high neutron fluences (product of neutron flux and irradiation
time), Pu-238, Cm-242, Cm-244 and other non-fissile nuclides can be further
transmuted to fissile ones, and subsequently be fissioned. A substantial reduction
of the radiotoxieity of americium can be achieved [11]. Because of the high
neutron fluences required, irradiation in a high thermal neutron flux has
preference above irradiation in LWRs. Required irradiation times range from
about 6 years in HFRs to about 30 years in LWRs. A demonstration experiment
is planned in the research reactor at Petten, cf. chapter 6.4 and Ref, [16].

7.4 MOX Fuel in PWRs

Composition of MOX fuel
MOX fuel consists of plutoniumoxide homogeneously mixed with uraniumoxide
(UO2) made of depleted uranium, which is a product of uranium enrichment
plants. The plutonium enrichment in MOX fuel depends on the grade (relative
contents of fissile isotopes) of the plutonium and equals about 7% for plutonium
recovered from spent UO2 fuel with bumup of 33 MWd/kgU. The grade of the
plutonium deteriorates with increasing burnup of the spent UO= fuel and with
increasing interim storage time between unloading the spent fuel and
reprocessing. The tendency to wait more than ten years before reprocessing
means that about 40% of the fissile isotope Pu-241 has decayed to Am-241.

Fabrication of MOX fuel [12]
Today only two MOX fuel fabrication plants, in Belgium and France, are in
operation with a total capacity of 50 tHM/a. This capacity is being extended in
both Belgium (Dessel), France (Marcoule) and the United Kingdom (Sellafield),
raising the capacity to values between 350 and 400 tHM/a in the year 2000. In
Germany, the Hanau MOX fabrication plant is not in operation due to political
opposition, while the construction of a new plant with capacity of 120 tHM/a has
been phased out. The MOX fuel fabrication capacity in the year 2000 will be
sufficient to recycle all the plutonium recovered from spent fuel in Europe (about
25 tPu/a). About 50 reactors could be fed with this amount of MOX fuel.
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Incentives for use of MOX fuel in PWRs
When there is fierce opposition to fina] storage of ]ong-lived nuclides, the once-
through fuel cycle is difficult to propagate. On the other hand, fast reactors,
which have many promises to produce electricity at low waste production, do not
have political and public support. To pave the way for large scale waste
reduction, plutonium reduction in PWRs seems a good starting point. Moreover,
it leads to a better use of energy resources and reduces the needs for mining.
Economic incentives are not discussed here.

Current status of MOX fuel in PWRs
Present PWRs may contain MOX fuel with load percentages ranging from 30 to
40%, which give a near zero baIance of plutonium [13]. However, due to
ingrowth of even plutonium isotopes equilibrium cannot be reached with PWRs
and the total amount of plutonium will stll~ increase. These percentages are
limited by technical constraints, which are mainly due to hardening of the
neutron spectrum when MOX fuel is used. Of these effects, the most important
ones are the lower boron efficiency, the lower control rod worths, and the fast
neutron fluence on the reactor vessel. These difficulties can be overcome with
simple technical means as long as the MOX fuel load percentage remains within
the limits mentioned above. Increased boron concentration, repesitioning and
increasing the number of control rods, using MOX fuel assemblies with variable
plutonium enrichment decreasing towards the periphery of the assembly, and in-
out fuel loading are the measures generally taken [12,13].

Prospects of MOX fuel in PWRs
There is a clear tendency to increase the number of reactors licensed for MOX
fuel, to increase the MOX fuel toad percentage, and to increase the plutonium
contents of the MOX fuel to achieve higher bumups. A theoretical study showed
that current PWRs can be loaded with 100% MOX fuel when control rods are
redesigned and when enriched boron Is used to control the reactor [14]. New
reactors can be specifically designed to operate with a full MOX core by
increasing the moderator to fuel ratio to better thermalize the neutron spectrum.
Low leakage loading patterns can be applied to limit the fast neutron fluence on
the vessel [15]. In fact, using a full MOX core instead of a core partly filled with
MOX and partly filled with UO2 fuel could have positive consequences: the core is
more homogeneous, enrichment zoning in MOX rue| assemblies is not
neccessary, the reactivity burnup swing decreases, and the plutonium contents of
the MOX ~uel are lower. A full MOX reactor consumes more plutonium than it
produces (about 60 kg/TWh or 0,5 kg/MWea), effectively decreasing plutonium
stocks. Plutonium consumption can be increased even more by replacing
uranium in MOX fuel by a neutron inert matrix. However, because of isotopic
degradation the plutonium can be recycled only a few times and fast reactors or
other devices remain necessary to reduce the residual plutonium.

[tl

[21

[31
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8. HEAVY WATER REACTORS

(J.H. Bultman and J.L Kloosterman)

8.1 Use of Discharged LWR material in CANDU

In the CANDU (Canadian Deuterium Uranium Reactor) reactor, heavy water is
used as moderator and coolant. As a consequence of the very low neutron
capture cross section of heavy water, the neutron economy is much better in a
CANDU reactor than in an LWR, which uses normal water as moderator and
coolant. This enables the CANDU reactor to be operated with spent fuel from
LWRs. AECL studied several options for the Direct Use of spent PWR fuel in
CANDU (DUPIC). The most promising option is the one involving the OREOX
oxidation and reduction process, in which the PWR fuel is reconstituted into
CANDU fuel rods. OREOX is a dry reprocessing technique, in which spent fuel Is
treated by successive oxidation and reduction cycles to produce a sinterable UO2
powder, which can be used for remote fuel fabrication. In this way, many of the
gaseous fission products are separated from the fuel, improving fuel burnup.
Using the OREOX process, an additional fuel burnup of 16 to 18 MWd/kg(HM)
can be obtained in addition to the normal fuel burnup of LWRs. In figure 8.1 the
additional fuel burnup in CANDU is plotted as a function of the bumup of the
PWR which provided the fuel material for CANDU.

In an equilibrium system in which spent LWR fuel would provide the fueling
needs of CANDU, the DUPIC cycle would improve uranium utilization by about
25%. The total mass of spent fuel produced by both CANDU and LWR could be
reduced by a factor of three by applying this technique [2]. This is possible
because the spent fuel of an LWR is used in CANDU, which achieves a two times
higher burnup than with fresh fuel.
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Fig. 8.1. CANDU bumup vs PWR discharge
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Another possibility is to use the uranium recovered in conventional reprocessing
of discharged LWR fuel in CANDU. The nominal U-235 enrichment of recovered
uranium is 0.9%. Uranium utilization would be improved by 25% and doub]e the
energy can be extracted from the recovered uranium by using it in CANDU
instead of in LWRs. The fuel burnup of CANDU on recovered uranium would be
about twice that for natural uranium. The fuel economics of the use of recovered
uranium are striking. Fueling cost would be reduced between 28% and 67%
compared to the fueling cost for natural uranium and by 15% to 30% compared
to the fueling cost for operation on slight]y enriched uranium [2]. One of the
major drawbacks of using recovered uranium in thermal reactors is that the
concentration of U-236 is high, which leads to a much higher production of
Np-237 and Pu-238 [3].

8.2 CANDU Transuranics Burner

It is shown that to optimize a burner with respect to ectinide transmutation, the
amount of uranium should be reduced; the optimal burner operates without
uranium [3]. Of course, removal of uranium will have serious implications on the
operation of the reactor. First, the fissioned material is not replaced by new fissile
atoms. Therefore, the change of reactivity will be enlarged. Second, the feedback
control by the Doppler effect will be different; normally, uranium is the main
contributor to this feedback. The first effect can be reduced by shortening the
cycle length which will increase fuel cycle cost. Another option is to refuel the
reactor during operation. One of the reactor types in which refueling during
operation is possible is the CANDU reactor. Therefore, the CANDU reactor might
be a good candidate for a transuranics burner reactor. AECL performed some
preliminary assesments of the use of a complete transuranics fuel in the CANDU.
The calculations show that during a fuel cycle large changes in fuel composition
occur due to the absence of uranium. The total flux value increases dramatically
during a fuel cycle due to the reduction of fissile material. Therefore, the spent
fuel contains a large fraction of higher ectinides, like curium. The fuel
temperature coefficient, mainly due to the Doppler effect, is reduced by more
than a factor of four. Future research will be performed in cooperation with ECN
to identify inert matrices which can be used in CANDU. These inert matrices
might provide a means to enhance the reactivity feedback and to reduce the void
coefficient. It has to be identified whether a high reduction of transuranics can be
obtained without the application of reprocessing and recycling. When this is not
the case, special reprocessing techniques have to developed.

8.3 ECN-AECL cooperation

In 1994 a contract between AECL and ECN was signed to jointly study
transmutation capabilities of CANDU reactors. The cooperation covers:

Fuel management studies with transuranics mix as fuel, in which attention
will be put to the necessary changes to the fuel management strategy. This
study will mainly be done at AECL.
Plutonium burning in inert matrices. Because this option is expected to have
large consequences for the reactivity coefficients of the reactor, like coolant
void and Doppler coefficients, accurate calculation of these coefficients is
desirable. This study will be performed both at ECN and AECL and results
will be compared with each other. Also the burnup of plutonium will be
studied.
Nuclear data transfer from ECN and AECL. This enables AECL to perform
above mentioned studies with newest data available based on the European
Joint Evaluated File JEF2.2.
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Transmutation study of Tc-99 in CANDU reactors. These calculations are
done both at ECN and AECL. Also the Influence of Tc-99 in the centre fuel
bundle on the coolant void and Doppler coefficients is calculated {4], cf.
chapter 12.2.
A study will be devoted to the thorium fuel cycle applied in CANDU reactors,
cf. chapter 11. Fuel management studies will be done at AECL with data
based on JEF2.2 provided by ECN.

8,4 Conclusions

CANDU has some advantages for the use of spent fuel from LWRs. An extra 16
to 18 t4Wd/kg(HM) can be added to the fuel bumup of an LWR (normally about
40 MWd/kg(HM)). Also, transuranics may be used as fuel in inert matrices in the
CANDU, although this might lead to large changes in the reactor behaviour. This
will be studied during a .[oint research programme between AECL and ECN.

[l] H. Keil, P.G. Boczar and H.S. Park, Options for the Direct Use of Spent
PWR Fuel in CANDU (DUPIC), in Third Int. Conf. CANDU Fuel, Chalk River,
Canada, October 1992.

[2] D.F. Torgerson, P.G. Boczar and A.R. Dastur, CANDUFuel Cycle Flexibility,
in Proceedings of the Ninth Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference, Sydney,
Australia, May I-6, 1994, 745-750.

[3] J.H. Bultman, Transmutation of Actinldes in Nuclear Reactor Systems,
PhD. Thesis DeIft University of Technology, ISBN 90-9007889-4, 1995 and
ECN-RX--95-004.

[4] J.L. Kloosterman and J.M. H, Transmutation of Tc-99 in fission reactors,
Third int. Information Exchange/~eeting on Partitioning and Transmutation,
Cadarache, France, Dec. 12-14, 1994: also ECN-RX--94-119 (Dec. 1994).
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9. PERSPECTIVE OF FAST BURNERS

(J.H. Bultman and V.A. Wichers)

9.1 Introduction

Fast reactors are characterized by a much higher average neutron energy. A fast
reactor has an average neutron energy above I00 keV, whereas a thermal reactor
has an average neutron energy of about 0.03 eV. Fewer higher actinides are
formed when the average neutron energy is higher [I]. Some of these higher
actinides are short-lived and fission spontaneously. It is impossible to reprocess
fuel with a high fraction of these short-lived and spontaneously fissioning
isotopes with current reprocessing techniques. Therefore, recycling of actinides in
LWRs can only be applied for a very limited number of cycles [2]. Recycling of an
unlimited number of cycles seems only possible in fast reactors, when current
reprocessing techniques should be used.

Innovative fast reactors have been studied at ECN for the last few years. First, the
use of LWR waste in fast reactors has been studied in cooperation with General
Electric Nuclear Energy (San Jose, USA) [3]. Second, the safety of fast reactors
has been analysed with a quasi static method; in particular the design of General
Electric (the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor, ALMR or PRISM) has been
considered [4]. And third, the reprocessing techniques available for the fast
reactor have been analysed for safeguardability [5]. In this chapter, the highlights
of these studies will be presented. The pyrochemical reprocessing method
developed for the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) on which the ALMR has been based
is reviewed in chapter 5.3.

9.2 Startup of Fast Reactors on LWR Waste

Common fast reactor designs operate on a large content of plutonium. The
plutonium enrichment is about 20%. Therefore, a large amount of plutonium is
needed to start up a fast reactor. For an ALMR breeder reactor of 155 MWe, the
in-core plus out-of-core inventory equals about 2600 kg of transuranics (90%
plutonium), i.e. 16 kg/MWe transuranlcs. To load all transuranics currently
available, which is about 1,000 toone [5], about 400 ALMRs are needed, equal to
60 GWe (20% of the worldwide nuclear power capacity). In this way, the actinide
problem is delayed until the end of the nuclear era, cf. chapter 13.

9.3 Burning LWR Waste in Fast Reactors

The maximum burning rate of transuranics is 1.2 kg/MWee, which is a theoretical
limit that could be obtained if the reactor were operated without uranium [1]. For
the commercially designed ALMR, operation without uranium is considered to be
too expensive due to increased reprocessing costs; the transuranics enrichment
is limited to 33%. Moreover, a large fraction of uranium is also favoured for safety
reasons (Doppler effect and reactivity swing). Several other limits are imposed on
the ALMR design; the most important ones being the limit on the change of
reactivity during a cycle (125), the linear power (33 kW/m), and the fuel burnup
(150 MWd/kg(HM)). These limits are set to obtain a safe and reliable reactor.

A method has been developed by Bultman [1] to optimize the burning rate of an
ALMR while complying with all constraints. Then, the maximum burning rate is
about 0.4 kg/MWea, which is a factor of three smaller than the theoretical limit.
This burning rate is hardly dependent on the fuel type; the choice between a
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metallic fuel type and an oxide fuel type merely depends on the safety behaviour
and the reprocessing technique [1,3].

The CAPRA programme is a European initiative, which has been established by
CEA in 1993 to optimize fast reactors for burning plutonium. Higher plutonium
enrichments up to 45% have been considered, leading to a rather high bum-up
reactivity loss. Studies are in progress to solve this problem. In 1995 ECN WIll the
CAPRA initiative with an investigation on the effect of fission-product poisoning at
high bum-up, based upon ECN’s experience in this field. Another contribution
might be plutonium burning in inert matrices, including theoretical and
experimental work.

9.4 Safety of Fast Reactors

Every reactor design needs its own safety analysis. In this section, we will make
some general statements about the influence of fuel type on safety and the
difference in safety between a breeder and burner reactor. For any specific
reactor design, a full safety analysis is still needed. The main difference of
metallic and oxide fuel is the heat conductivity, which is much higher for metallic
fuel. So, the centerline fuel temperature is much lower for the metallic fuel; 575
°C and 1175 °C for metallic and oxide fuel, respectively. On the other hand, the
melting temperature of metallic fuel is much lower than for oxide fuel; 1000 °C
and 2800 °C for metallic and oxide fuel, respectively. For most transients, the
behaviour of the metallic fueled ALMR is superior to the oxide fueled ALMR, due
to the much higher heat conductivity, as can be seen in figure 9.1.

T(oo, maximum outlet temperature
1400

Na boiling

LOHS TOP LOFNora. Tin-200 Fx2

Fig. 9.1. Hot channel outlet temperatures under various conditions [4]
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One event, however, is of special concern to the metallic fueled AL~R, and that
is the Transient Over Power (TOP) event, in which a control rod is slowly
withdrawn from the core. The overpower is higher for the metallic fueled reactor
due to the smaller direct reactivity feedback than for the oxide fueled reactor

The main difference between a breeder and a burner design is the much smaller
core size of the burner. Therefore, the effect of sodium voiding Is considerably
reduced due to the larger neutron leakage from the burner core. Not only is the
total void effect smaller, it is negative, which means that in the case of total core
voiding, the reactor will shutdown ill.

Another important difference between the breeder and burner design, is the large
change in reactMty for the burner design. For a breeder design, the loss of fissile
material is compensated for by the production (breeding) of new fissile material;
this is less so for the burner reactor. This ebenge in reactivity leads to a larger
control rod worth, which is in contradiction with new safety philosophies. This
may have serious implications for the TOP event [1].

A lack of safety analysis for the shutdown and startup process of the AI..MR
reactor was detected by Janssen [4I. Hopefully, new safety analysis and new
reactor designs will not lead to extra "engineered" safety features, instead of
"inherent" safety features. This might turn the ALMR in a complex system,
vulnerable to human errors [4J.

9,5 Safeguardability of Fast Reactors

With respect to fast reactor fuel cycles, the most obvious choice from the point
of view of the existing technology of the widely applied LWR fuel cycle would be
an FBR fuel cycle for mixed oxide fuel, with the PUREX process for reprocessing
of spent fuel. At present, only the deployment of fast reactors as plutonium
burners, rather than as plutonium breeders, is contemplated. With respect to
actinide waste reduction, the novel Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) concept seems to
offer promising features. The metallic fuelled IFR was the fuel cycle concept
initially selected for the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) project in the
United States of America. The method chosen for reprocessing, electro-
refinement (chapter 5.3), is of crucial importance with respect to the favourable
features of the IFR. Comparison of non-proliferation aspects [51 of the IFR fuel
cycle with the oxide fuel-PURE.X-based fuel cycle identified the following as strong
points of the IFR: the product material may be of less strategic value; it may be
impractical to modify the electrorefiner to produce weapons material; and
containment and surveillance measures may have wider applicability due to the
compact size of the IFR fuel cycle facility. However, the IFR also has some weak
points: the present IAEA Nuclear Materials Accountancy (NMA) system cannot be
applied to the IFR, since the process input and inventory cannot be measured
separately. This is a serious drawback, since the NMA is the basis of the IAEA
safeguards. Moreover, the IFR introduces knowledge of plutonium metallurgy into
the peaceful nuclear fuel cycle. Also, as a side effect of co-location of power
plant and fuel cycle facility, the IFR would lead to proliferation of reprocesslng
knowledge.

[1] J.H. Bultman, Transmutation of Actinides in Nuclear Reactor Systems,
PhD. Thesis Delft University of Technology, ISBN 90-9007889-4, 1995 and
ECN-RX--95-004.
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10. PERSPECTIVE OF ACCELERATOR-BASED
SYSTEMS

(K. Abrahams and A.J. Koning)

10.1 Motivation

Actinides can be transmuted by fission or spallation processes, whereas fission-
products are transmuted by capturing moderated neutrons [1]. As was shown in
chapters 7 to 9 the transmutation of minor actinides would require either a very
high flux of neutrons or a rather hard spectrum of neutrOns. External sources of
neutrons would only be needed in case transmutation absorbs more neutrons
than are likely to be supplied safely by a critical reactor. In such cases one
considers subcritical systems with keff < 0.95 and a spallation source with a GeV
proton beam. Each proton of high energy will liberate dozens of spallation
neutrons from a heavy-metal target [2]. Either directly or after moderation these
neutrons can be used to transmute actinides or fission products, in a slightly
subcritical booster setup the number of neutrons might be multiplied with a
factor keff/(1-keff), Costs and safety aspects of neutron generation and the
amount of excess neutrons both depend on the value of kerr. For small values of
keff the safety of the system might be best but the external source should
become stronger the further the system would be from criticality. Costs for
electricity and capital investment in the accelerator would diminish if keff would
approach one. Safety-cost balance related arguments should be different for
transmutation of fission products as these are no potential neutron source [3].

In thermal reactors some actinides and especially plutonium could be
consumed for example if one uses MOX fuel (see chapter 7). For a conventional
LWR one cannot leave out the U-238 entirely if one wishes to transmute
plutonium as it is essential for the economy and safety: it improves the reactivity
swing of the fuel by breeding new fissile plutonium, and Doppler broadening of
its capture resonances will contribute to a negative temperature reactivity feed-
back. With U-238 as main component in the fuel, the accumulated plutonium
mass will however increase in any recycling scenario (fig. 10.1). Medium- and
low-flux thermal reactors, that operate in a closed U/Pu cycle are breeding minor
actinides up to a high level of equilibrium by capture of neutrons in the
accumulating plutonium. Calculational exercises on a liquid-salt reactor with a
graphite moderator show that a continuous feeding of LWR waste could lead to
unpractical equilibria (up to 40 % curium in the fuel, see figure 10.2 and refi [4]).
A similar build up will be found for any recycling scheme in low-flux thermal
systems which consume waste in a U/Pu cycle.

Any thermal reactor system in a closed U/Pu cycle will build up less-fissile
isotopes by neutron capture in the actInides. Because it would reduce the
reactivity of multi-recycled fuel, such an LWR would require an increasingly
higher fissile enrichment, which would not be economic. Moreover such high
concentrations of less-fissile (even-N) transuranic isotopes in LWR fuel could give
rise to safety problems as the number of formed fission neutrons per absorption
in multi-recycled fuel increases with a hardening of the neutron spectrum (see
table 10.1). Any propedy designed system should never become prompt critical
due to an accidental voiding of its moderating cooling water. Such a boundary
condition for the design could be guaranteed easily by A(ccelerator)
T(ransmutation) of W(aste), in which an external neutron source is applied to a
system for which the sub-criticality is guaranteed. In an ATW system one could
apply the U/Pu cycle, but one could also apply the Th/U cycle in order to
minimise the production of transuranics (chapter 11).
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Table 10.1: Average amount of fission neutrons for a single neutron, which
has been absorbed in a fuel pin of a Light Water Reactor or of a
Liquid Metal Burner Reactor. This amount is giVen for seVeral
actinides.

Nuclide LWR LMFBR
U -235 1.98 1.92
U -236 0. l l 0.43
U -238 0.29 0.39
Np-237 0.05 0.49
Pu-238 0.25 2.02
Pu-239 1.84 2.29
Pu-240 0.02 1.24
Pu-241 2.20 2.45
Pu-242 0.05 1.10
Am-241 0.04 0.46
Cm-242 0.64 1.33
Cm-243 2.94 2.99
Cm-244 0.20 1.58

accumulated mass of Pu

Itl
16

14 " without recycling

12

10 Pu ~ss without recycling

Pu tot first generation
8 Second generation

6
Third generation

Pufis~ first generation
4,                                     Second generation

Third generation

10 20 30 40 50 60
time [a]

Fig. 10.1: Evolution of the total mass PUtot and the total fissile mass of
plutonium Pufiss in a multi-recycling scenario for a PWR, 1300
MWe, 45 MWdlkg, and recycling time 12.5 years [9].

In order to improve the fission/capture ratio, high-flux fast incinerators have
been proposed for transmutation of actinides. These systems are described in
chapters 7 and 9. Advanced reactor systems are thinkable in which the
plutonium, americium and neptunium could be reduced. From several studies it
has however been concluded that critical fast reactors could only have a minor-
actinide fraction in the fuel up to 3 to 5% (cf. chapter 7.2). Higher concentrations
would be needed for an efficient transmutation, but this would lead to reactivity
problems, which could be enhanced by positive voiding-feedback or by insufficient
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Table 10.2: Actinide mass Balance EOC and delayed neutron fractions (both in percents)

Energy produc]ng systems Waste burners

Type of transmuting LWR (U/Pu) (TMU) LWR waste Np burner
system: once through Energy- molten-salt with metal

typical case Amplifier burner (Pu) fuel
Delayed
neutron yield
per 100 fissions

Efficiencies ~ *) of the four transmutation-systems are:
a = 1       ~ = 0.67      ~ = 0.67    ~ = 0.53

Nuclide    Exp./Systematlcs [9] Mass balance EOC of the four transmuting systems

Th-232m 5.27(40) ~ 4.78 97.3

U-232 0.44(3)
U-233 0.74(4)
U-234
U-235 1.6)(7)
U-236
U-238         4.60(25)

0.44 pm pm pm pm
0.65 - 1.1 -
0,93 2"10-2 0.8 2"I@2 < 10-2
1,76 0.9 0.1 5"10-2
2,07 2"10-2 0.6 < 10-2
4.78 98.1 < 0.1

Np-237 1.07(10) / 0.93 3"1@2 < 0.01 1 50

Pu-238 0.46(7) / 0.44
Pu-239 0.65(5) / 0.65
Pu-240 0.90(9) / 0,93
Pu-241 1.57(15) / 1,76
Pu-242 1.86(9) / 2.07

2"10-2 < 0.0l 2 10
0.5 < 0.01 2 11
0.2 < 0.01 8 lO
0.1 < 0.01 3 2
3.10-2 < 0.01 34 2

Am-241    0.44(5) / 0.44
Am-242m 0.69(5) / 0.65
Am-243 / 0.93

2"10-2 8
0.2

1"10-2 7 4

Cm-242 / 0.22
Cm-243 1 0.24
Cm-244 / 0.44
Cm-245 0.59(4) / 0.65
Cm-246 / 0.93
Cm-248 / 2.07
Cf-249 0.27(2) / 0.24

3.10-3

0.2
< 10-2
32
0.7
8
2

2
0.3

*) System-efficiency is defined by: ~ = (PR " 2PA) / PR = 1 - 2C (1 - keff)/keff. For a critical
reactor � is obviously equal to 1; for proposed energy producing systems the design
parameter C turns out to be about 2, keff< 0.9, and ~ should be close to 2/3.
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Doppler-feedback of power excursions. If the transuranic concentrations in the
fuel would be much higher, also the number of delayed neutrons per fission
could become too small, especially for lighter isotopes (see table 10.2).
In order to avoid reactivity problems and still use high concentrations of minor
actinides, sub-critical fast systems are being proposed. Also here an accelerator
could supply the extra neutrons.

10.2 Transmutation systems with low k

Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW) systems, in which a very high
powered (100 MWe) high-energy proton beam plays a key role, were proposed by
Los Alamos as special hybrid accelerator-reactor systems [5,6] that operate at
keff < 0.9. If a very high flux and diluted fission material inventories are used, the
transmutation rate will be very high. This actinide-transmuter could be equipped
with a molten salt reactor, in which thorium fuel can be used as well. Because
liquid reactor fuel (D20 moderated slurries or molten salts) could lead to safety
problems, an A3"W system with solid fuel was proposed [6]. Further studies are
needed to see how efficient this system can transmute fission products.

Equilibration of actinides in a molten salt reactor has many advantages: it
allows for on-line reprocessing of the molten salt, continuous and easy refuelling,
and for small neutron toss in fission produc~s. Calculations made in the
framework of a Ph-D study at ECN [4] show that due to reactivity feedback, the
operation of critical molten salt transmuters fuelled with transuranic LWR mix, is
possible in only a very limited range of its design parameters. This could make it
necessary to operate the system sub-critically like an ATW. For the various levels
of the neutron flux in such a molten-salt reactor, fig. 10.2 presents equilibrium
masses of the actinides. Heavier actinides, which are formed by capture in
shorter-lived transplutonium isotopes will increase strongly with the flux level, and
could cause a lack of delayed neutrons in the system (see table 10.2).

50.0

40.0

30.0

20.0

10.0

fuel fraction=0.023
fuel fraction=0.064
fuel fraction=0.37

0.0
Np7 Pu8 Pu9 Pu0 Pul Pu2 Am3Cm2Cm4Cm6Cm8

Isotope

Fig. 10.2: Actinide masses in a molten salt transmuter
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10.3 Transmutation systems with k close to 1

A fast reactor setup as a sub-critical booster has been proposed in Ispra,
Brookhaven and JAERI [7]. Relative to ATWs, these systems require only a small
accelerator. In fact these slightly sub-critical fast reactors are partly regulated with
an accelerator beam, which also acts as an "electronic safety rod". Such fast
reactor-boosters could fission minor-actinides and even-isotopes of plutonium.
Because these systems have only a small surplus of thermal neutrons,
transmutation of long-lived fission products would require application of
moderated sub-assemblies. Combined transmutation of fission products and
actinides has not yet been foreseen for such systems.

A thermal Th/U breeder, with e~temal neutrons has been proposed by CERN
under the name Energy Amplifier [8]; it will have intrinsic safety parameters, and
some degree of protection against diversion of weapons-grade material. The
fissile U-233 will always be diluted lsotopically with less fissiIe U-234 (table 10.2
shows the fuel composition as derived from [8]). A more recent proposal of
CERN is based upon a fast Th/U breeder coupled to an accelerator ( Fast Energy
Amplifier-FEA). Basically the CERN proposals are not intended to transmute
existing waste, but these proposals rather concern systems for a future
generation of nuclear electricity with a lower discharge of new waste. At ECN a
start has been made to study the radiotoxicity of waste from these hybrid
systems in the framework of the study of the thorium cycle, cf. chapter 11.
Although much less transuranics are produced compared to other systems, a
concern is the amount of U-234 in the waste that might be rather high, which
could lead to long-term risks due to radon-emanation as was already discussed
in chapter 4. Further work on accelerator-based energy production systems is
planned for 1995, in cooperation with KVI, Groningen.

10.4 Comparison of accelerator-based systems

Because every fission will liberate a few hundred MeV, large energy flows should
be dealt with, during any effective incineration of fissile material. For accelerator-
based hybrids [5-8], the accelerator power PA can be expressed as a function of
the hybrid power PR according to: PA = C * PR * (1 - kerr) / kerr. Here the
hybrid power PR depends on the accelerator power PA, the reactor variable keff
and on a conversion factor C; it can be deduced that this design parameter C
lies between one and two for competing proposals. Economy of incineration
might require reactor operation close to keff= 1 to aIlow for a reduction of the
electric power PA in the accelerator beam [16]. System-efficiency is defined by:
e = (PR - 2PA) / PR = 1 - 2C (1 - keff)/keff. For a critical reactor ~ is obviously
equal to 1; for proposed energy producing systems the design parameter C turns
out to be about 2, keff < 0.9, and e should be close to 2/3, cf. Table 10.2.

Economy and window problems disfaVour systems with low k
From the above considerations it can be seen that a system with keff < < 0.9 is
highly uneconomical as an energy producing device. Such A(ccelerator)
T(ransmutation) of W(aste) systems may be merely seen as waste destructors, In
contrast with energy producing R(eactor)-L0ke) systems. A more serious
disadvantage of ATW systems is that a strongly subcritical system will lead to a
flux-peaking in the window of the GeV proton beam instead of in the subcritical
setup. This window is the weakest spot of the system, and it should be cooled by
non-pressurized liquids like sodium or molten salt, in order to avoid some severe
accident scenarios.
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Other classilTeation parameters
Earlier it had already been noticed that the spectrum on the transmutation spot
is highly relevant. A good second classification parameter is therefore the
spectrum index Sl(ow) or F’a(st). As a third and final classification parameter one
could choose as a cycle based either on Th(/LI) or on (L!DPu. With the three
classification parameters (W,E), (T,F), and (Th,Pu) one finds eight possible
schemes, as is shown in table ]0.3 below,

Table ] 0.3: Classification o/" accelerator-based waste transmuters.

ATW, Sl, Th:

ATW, St, Pu:
^TW, Fa, Th:

ATW, Fa, Pu:
RL, SI,
RL, SI, Pu:
RL, Fa, Th:
RL, Fa, Pu:

This ATW system is proposed to convert weapons plutonium into U-233 a).

Such ATW systems produce high curium toxicities and are not proposed.

This system would I~ a less economlcal version of FEA (Rubbia) b).

Such "back end" systems are proposed by BI’iL (Phoenix) and JAERI c).

Reactor-llke (HTGR or LWR) systems have been proposed by CERN d).

Such Reactor-like systems could have reactMty advantages over LWRe.

These am Reactor-like systems like the FE.A system o,~ Rubbia (CERN) b).

These Reactor-like systems resemble the O#4EQA proposal (JAERI) e).

a) According to recent Los Alamos proposals at the InL Conf. on ADDT, L~s Vegas 1994;
b) F(ast) E(nergy) A(mpliSer) C. Rubble, Las Vegas July 1994, and Petten October 1994;
c) Ref. [151; d) Ref.12; e) Ref. [141.

Tables I0,2 and 10.3 present data relevant to sub-critical systems, and table
]0.2 also compares the mass be]ante for accelerator-based hybrids with an LWR
(once-through). The temperature- and voiding- behaviour should be evaluated for
all these systems, and also the delayed neutron fraction ~d is an important safety
parameter in reactor kinetics. For even-odd fissile nuclides the expression:
vd = exp {]6.46 - 0.5 (3Z - A)} gives a good fit [9]. For even-N actinIdes this
value of should be divided by: {6.4 - (3Z - A)/8}. These systematics are shown in
table 10.2. Too smal~ values of ’~d are found for transmuters of transurenic
waste with a large build up of curium. Low values of Vd could be compensated
for by a reduction in kerr, followed by an increase In PA; this however would not
be economical nor be gentle towards the window. From point of view of delayed
neutrons LWRs and Energy-Amplifiers are stable and safe energy-producing
systems. Fig. 10.4 presents a possible fuel cycle for the energy amplifier, which
has recently been proposed by CERN 118].

Fig, 10,3: A possible fuel cycle for the energy amplifier. Fuel reprovessing ~
limited by the elTtciency of separating out the actinide F~sion
products. For cost-effectiveness, medium-lived fission products may
be stored, with costly processing reserved for long-lived elements.
Figure copied pore ref. [18I.
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10.5 Systems based on the Th/U cycle

Competing demands of safety, economy and nan-proliferation have b~en defined
and rated for the thorium cycle, where Pa-233 is formed by neutron capture,
which decays into the fissile U-233. If the decaying Pa-233 remains in the fuel,
the U-233 ,,viii be isotopically diluted with U-234, which has been formed by
parasitic capture, and as a consequence the risk for proliferation Is reduced.
Because this breeding cycle suffers from a shortage of neutrons, a large build up
of the absorbing Pa-233 should be avoided and a low flux should be used. In
that case only a small external neutron source (or the addition of only little extra
plutonium) to the fuel would be required to compensate for the capture losses.
High flux systems would need more fissile additives or a more powerful
accelerator [6J, but would have as an advantage that also the non-fissile waste
elements like Tc could be transmuted efficiently. Frequent refuelling and a
partitioning on-line, would however be needed and high levels at reprocessing
facilities would have to be dealt with. Build up of (.I-232 and Its daughter Th-228,
would soon lead to the hard gamma-emitter TI-208, and this cycle would need a
regular clean-up by removal of intermediary daughter nuclei. Also the build up of
U-234 would be a clear disadvantage in the Th!U cycle. If one realises that
isotopic contents of U-233,234 in the fuel of the Th/U cycle could range from
30-50 % [8J and that dose-risks due to Rn-222 might dominate over the dose-
risks from any actinide, one might consider as a point of view that: for the Th/U
cycle the reactor source term is about equal to that of the U/Pu cycle, but its
long-time dose-risk from radon emanation would be larger due to an ~ncreased
bulld-up of U-234, at least if this can no longer be recycled. Further discussion
on the thorium cycle is presented in chapter 11.

10.6 Nuclear physics and nuclear data

On behalf of the design of systems for accelerator-based transmutation, it Is
necessary to evaluate the cross sections at intermediate energies. Feasibility
calculations for hybrid systems (these include Items as neutron and energy
balance, the radiotoxicity of spoliation products, damage and activation
calculations) must rely on well-tested and easily retrievable nuclear data,
analogous to the situation in conventional reactor physics. Lead-208 is often
proposed as a target material, and a "sample evaluation" (ref. [10] and table
"10.4), is used as benchmark of evaluation methods. In earlier work [1 lJ the most
urgent data needs have been prioritized and translated in terms of intermediate
energy data libraries. It is evident that the task of providing nuclear data is quite
sizeable: one has to keep track of nuclear reactions starting from - 1500 MeV
Incident protons down to the final stages with thermalizing neutrons as well as
gamma-ray cascades for a large number of different isotopes. Along this
trajectory, a whole panoply of different nuclear models emerges, each with their
own validity range. In Fig.lO.3 the complicated set of relevant reactions are
Indicated. Some studies on nuclear data needs for A’I’W" [12, !3, 14] have
revealed that single- and double-differential neutron and proton cross sections of
proton- and neutron- induced reactions up to 1500 MeV have a very high priority.
Also important are total, elastic, gamma production, fission and
actlvation/transmutatlon cross sections. Most relevant nuclides are actinides,
target materials (To, W, Pb and Bi), and materials in structures, shielding, and
coolants (H, C, N, O, No, Mg, Al, Ar, K, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, Zr), Exten-
sions of the numerical data base EXFOR with intermediate-energy data are made
and evaluation programmes on high-priority intermediate-energy nuclear data are
being defined in the framework of the above mentioned NEA activity. As a
contribution to the intermediate-energy data library, ECN has created [19] a
proton pilot evaluation to 200 MeV for Zr-90 and Pb.208. These data files are
completely based on model calculations by the code MINGUS [20] which
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integrates several nuclear reaction models in a single calculation scheme. The
files are written in ENDF6-format and contain double-differential particle
production cross sections as well as residual production cross sections. In
addition ECN has evaluated the European Activation file (EAF), which consists of
a set of activation and transmutation cross sections, so far up to 20 MeV [15].

Table 10.4:    Directory of proton data for Pb-208 below 200 MeV.

MF MT
1 451
3 2
3 5
6 2
6 5

Description
General information
Elastic cross section
(p,anything) cross section
Elastic angular distribution
(p,anything) yields and energy-angle distributions

COMPOUND

HSSION
PRODUcrs

Fig. 10.4: Intermediate~energy nuclear reactions. Solid arrows refer to an
intranuclear cascade process (thin target and single proton nucleus
reaction), whereas dotted arrows represent an inter-nuclear
cascade process (thick target and multiple transport processes).

10.7 Conclusions

Accelerator-based waste management would be most suitable In case that
production of nuclear energy would be ended and large quantities of fissile waste
are to be disposed of at once. Similar situations would occur if large quantities of
weapon plutonium would have to be transmuted. In order to minimise the
toxicity, such end-scenarios should include fission of the actinide components in
the waste. This could only be achieved by means of an extended use of neutrons
and possibilities to generate neutrons In a safe way. Therefore hybrid systems
with a proper neutron economy are being investigated. Some designs claim an
increased safety of the transmutation process. Cdticists of the method point out
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that this claim is highly questionable because of the window problems which
arise. The extra safety features with respect to criticality accidents are not so
much argued against, but rather the fact that the risk for melt-down accidents is
not reduced if one would apply accelerator-based systems. It has further been
pointed out that the remaining safety features are paid for by an increased coat
of the system and a costlier generation of electro- nuclear power [16]. It would
then be tempting for future users of such systems to move towards a higher and
higher reactivity, and many of the supposed safety features would evaporate
accordingly. Because low-reactivity systems might not be economically feasible it
is necessary to make a special study of high reactivity systems. Possibly these
systems can be designed in such a way that an intrinsic safety feature will
constrain the value of keff always below unity. A relatively new concept -the
energy amplifier- has been proposed by CERN (the Rubbia proposal). It should
combine a relatively high value of k with intrinsic safety. It has even been claimed
that a properly designed system could never become critical. This system
operates with the Th/U cycle, with all its advantages and disadvantages (see
chapter 11).
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11. THORIUM CYCLE

(W.M.P. Franken, J.H. Bultman, R.J.M. Konings, V.A. Withers)

11.1 Introduction

Thorium may be applied as a fertile matarial instead of U~3a. The only naturally
occurring thorium isotope The32 can breed the fissile uranium isotope, U~3, by
nautron capture and successive beta decays, very similar to the Puz~9 production
in uranium fuels. This process is the basis of alternative thorium fuel cycles. As
no fissile thorium isotopes occur in nature, these cycles have to be started up
with externally supplied fissile material, such as Uz~ extracted from natural
uranium, plutonium from raprocessed LWR fuel or from weapons inventories, or
U~3 from previously irradiated and reprocessed thorium fuel. In the past, the
thorium cycle was studied worldwide as an option to improve the primary
resource utilization at the, then envisagad, large expansion of nuclear energy
production; thorium resources ara supposed to exceed uranium resources by at
least a factor of four. Conceptual designs have been made for a variety of reactor
types, including concepts for which in the equilibrium stage no external fissile
material Is required (thermal breeders). However, due to the world-wide
stagnation in nuclear power generation, sufficient fissile material (uranium and
plutonium) will be available at low prices as fuel for the present-day nuclear
reactors for a substantial period of time. So, the argument of resource
optimization does not justify, at least for the time being, an expensive
development and implementation of thorium based fuel cycles.
Application of thorium has recently regained attention as a possible contribution
to reduce the waste problem. The long-term radiotoxicity of nuclear waste,
arising from uranium fuel, is dominated by the produced transuranium elements,
i.e. the various Pu-lsotopes, Am24~, Am243 and Np~37. Advanced partitioning
processes followed by transmutation in large-scale neutron sources may result in
a reduction of the long-term radiotoxicity by one or two orders of magnitude.
The thorium cycles may offer a complementary approach; for a pure U233/Thz~2-
cycle the production of transuranium nuclei per unit of fission energy is
considerably reduced. On the other hand the uranium isotopes Uz~, U2a3 and
U~:~, produced in thorium fuel, may have an adverse impact on the long-term
radiotoxicity of the waste.

An ECN activity is ongoing to study the perspectives and drawbacks of thorium
cycle options with specific emphasis to the nuclear waste problem [1-4]. This
generic study includes a review of the physics characteristics of thorium as fertile
material in a reactor, a description of the fuel cycle technology, some specific
non-proliferatiOn aspects and a computational analysis on long-term waste
radiotoxicity for various thorium cycles.

11.2 Physics characteristics

The reactor physics analysis with respect to the application of thorium in reactors
includes the evaluation of basic nuclear data and the analysis of both the steady
state behaviour and the dynamic characteristics of thorium fueled reactors [1].

In general, the thorium based fuels are, in comparison with uranium based fuels,
characterized by full or partial substitution of the fertile U~ by Thz~= and of the
fissile U=~ by bred U=3. The U23~ together with possible make-up fuels (U~3~,
Pu~39) will serve as fissile inventory of the reactor core. The basic breeding
reaction for the thorium cycle is
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It is obvious that, when comparing cores loaded with pure (enriched) uranium
and with thorium-based fuels, some basic physics properties of the materials
used may have significant impact on reactor characteristics. Examples of such
differences are:
* the thermal absorption cross section of Tha~ is larger than the Cross section

of U~’~ (possible consequences for the fissile enrichment),
* the decay period in the U~3-formation (27 days) exceeds substantially the 2.3

days at the Pu~g-production, so a relatively high pa~33-concentrations has to
be expected during operation,
absorption and fission cross sections of the fissile U2~3 are different from the
values for U23~ and pu~39; less neutron captures occur per fission in U233, so
the production of higher actinides is relatively low,

* the average number of neutrons produced per absorption is high for U2~,
(thermal breeder reactors may be considered),

* the delayed neutrons fraction for the fission process of both Pu~g and U~3
will be low compared to U~3~. This is relevant for reactor safety
considerations.

A thorough analysis of the reactor physics characteristics of thorium fueled
systems should be based on reliable nuclear data: energy dependent microscopic
neutron cross sections, decay data, fission product yields, fission neutron yields,
delayed fission neutron yields, etc. Not all the basic nuclear data for the various
isotopes, relevant for the thorium cycle, are available on a high accuracy level.
Therefore, it is recommended to benchmark the cross sections to experimental
determined data.

The four factor formula is an important tool to explain the steady state reactor
bahaviour. Changes in the four factors upon a reactivity event help to understand
the dynamic reactor behaviour.
According to the four factor formula the "infinite" multiplication factor of a
reactor system is established by:

- the number of neutrons produced by thermal absorption,
- the fast fission factor; the total number of neutrons produced per number of

neutrons produced by thermal fissions,
the resonance escape factor; the chance that a neutron thermalizes without
being absorbed,
the thermal utilization; the number of thermal absorptions in the fuel
material as fraction of the.~otal number of thermal absorptions in the core.~

The impact of replacing the standard uranium fuel by thorium fuel on the reactor
physics characteristics are analysed on the basis of the above mentioned factors.
Two reactor systems are selected for this analysis: PWR and CANDU. As a frame
of reference three fuel cycles will be considered:

the equilibrium thorium!uranium cycle assuming recycling of uranium,
the equilibrium uranium/plutonium cycle assuming recycling of plutonium,
the once-through uranium cycle.
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1.3 Thorium fuel cycle

A review of the chemical aspects of the thorium cycle is given in Ref. [2].

Occurrence, production and ore processing of thorium

Thorium ores are found in many countries but systematic exploration has
seldomly been performed. Large "reasonably assured resources" (PAR) are
present in Brazil, India, Turkey and USA. Large "estimated additional resources"
(EAR) are reported for Brazil and, on a smaller scale, for Turkey, Egypt, Canada
and the USA.
The ore processing of monazite, the principal thorium ore, is well established: it
is done by solvent extraction, after concentration of monazite by a
electromagnetic technique.
Presently, the thorium production is limited. It is primarily a by-product of the
exploitation of heavy metal ores (titanium, rare earths, zirconium).

Fuel fabricat~n

Some experience exists with the fabrication of thoria and mixed thoria-urania
pellets for water-cooled reactors and of thoria-coated particles for high-
temperature gas-cooled reactors.
Much of the technology for fabricating thoria and thoria/urania fuel pellets comes
from the light-water breeder reactor (LWBR) programme in the USA. Based on
results from in-pile irradiation tests a process was developed for the fabrication of
high-density, high integrity thoria-base fuel pellets from oxide powders [7]. This
process is also suited for remote control fabrication, which is required because of
the mdiotoxicity of natural thorium. However, the pellets produced in this way did
not always meet the required quality due to variabilities in the thoria starting
material.
In addition to the above powder process, a sol-gel process was developed at
ORNL for the production of thoria-urania micro-spheres, the so-called SOLEX
process. The major advantages of this process are its simplicity, which makes it
excellently suited for remote operation, and the minimal production of dust,
which is the major concern in radiation protection.
The microspberes for HTGR fuel of German design are produced from thorium
nitrate and/or uranium nitrate solutions by a sophisticated technique. The
microspheres are subsequently coated with several protective layers. This process
is well established and also suited for remote operation.

Irradiation performance

The available information on the irradiation behaviour of ThO~-based fuels
indicates that (Th,U)O2 Is comparable to, and in many respects superior to UO2.
It should, however, be pointed out that the majority of the experiments were
performed with low UO2 content (< 10%). Data on fuels with UO= content greater
than 20% are scarce. More work remains to be done to demonstrate the
capability of this fuel type, particularly under off-normal conditions.

Fuel reprocessing, the THORDX process

For reprocessing of thorium-based spent fuel, the THOREX process has been
designed, especially for separating thorium and uranium from oxide fuel. This
process is like the PUREX process for uranium-based spent fuel, a hydrochemical
method based on solvent extraction techniques. Due to the limited application of
thorium fuel in nuclear reactors, the THOREX process is technically less
advanced than the PUREX process. Only a few THOREX variants have been
developed in the past, and there is little experience on an industrial scale.
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During the dissolution of the fuel in a (13 M HNOa + 0.05 M HF + 0.1 M
AI(NO~)~) solution, thorium will react to give Th4+(aq) and uranium will be
oxidised from U(IV) to U(VI) to give UO~2+(aq). During the latter reaction, gaseous
nitrous oxides are formed, such as NO and NO2 which will escape from the
solution together with the fission gases (Kr, Xe, 12) and volatile fission products
(e.g. Ru).
The extraction of uranium and!or thorium from the aqueous phase is done with a
solution of tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) in kerosene. The ions are specifically
concentrated in the organic phase or in the aqueous phase, depending upon
their complex formation with the TBP. At high TBP concentration (-- 30 %) both
uranium and thorium are extracted into the organic stream whereas the fission
products are concentrated in the aqueous stream.
A thorium/uranium partitioning by changing the valency of thorium is not
possible, in contrast to the uranium/plutonium partitioning in the PUREX process.
Thorium is separated from uranium by contacting the loaded organic phase with
an aqueous phase containing 0.5 M HNO~. At this condition thorium is
selectively re-extracted to the aqueous phase. By using multiple separation steps
more than 99.99% of thorium is separated from the uranium stream. In order to
recover the uranium, the organic phase is subsequently multiple contacted with a
0.01 M HNO~ solution. In this way more than 99.99% of uranium is recovered.

In case that also an appreciable amount of plutonium is present in the U/Th
mixture, all the plutonium is coextracted as Pu(IV) with U and Th in the extraction
step. By the addition of a reducing agent, Pu4+ is reduced to Pu~+ which is
reextracted to the aqueous phase. Thorium can then be stripped in the next step,
and after that the uranium.

If a small amount of minor actinides (Am, Np, Cm) is present in the thoria fuel,
the Am and Cm concentrate in the aqueous waste stream, whereas Np
accompanies the U product. In order to recover the Am and Cm, the aqueous
waste can be treated in the TRUEX or DIAMEX process.

Fuel refabrication

The U~~ obtained from the reprocessing of thorium fuel always contains some
U~2. This isotope produces some very intense y-emitting daughter nuclides
among which Tt~c~ is notable (Ey =2.6 MeV). Similarly, the reprocessed thorium
contains significant amounts of Th~8, a decay product of U~2, leading again to
the intense gamma-radiation of TI2°B. As a result, refabrication using reprocessed
uranium or thorium can only be done in gamma-shielded hot-cell laboratories.

11.4 Long-term actinide waste

Reduction of long-lived actinide waste will be one of the major topics of this
study [3]. At first sight, the thorium cycle appears to offer an easy solution in this
respect, since the production of plutonium and higher aetinides is obviously low
when U~za is absent. This is illustrated by the results, reported in ref. [5], where
the production of aetinides mass was calculated for reference cycles based on
U:~a/Th==, U~3~/Th~~ and U23~/U=~ fuels at standard burn-up of 30 GWdit.

The evaluation on possible waste reduction by introducing thorium cycles will be
performed on the basis of burn-up calculations with various thorium-based fuels
in Heavy Water moderated Reactors. HWRs are chosen because of their good
neutron economy. This property allows high conversion ratios and thus an
optimum utilization of thorium at minimum additive additional fissile fuels.
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Seven thorium HWR fuel cycles will be investigated: five once-through cycles,
including natural uranium and thorium w~th various topping fissile materials, and
two cycles with HEU, resp. Pu topping material and recycling of the uranium.

~ U233/Th232

Production of actinides
(Burnup: 30 GWd]t)

~ U235/U238

Figure 1 l. 1 Production of actinides in LWR with uranium and thorium
based fuel

These burn-up computations will provide the masses of the nuclides in the
discharged fuel. The results will also be presented as total radiotoxicity of
actinides and their daughters as function of time up to 10~ years after discharge.
First results show that there may be a clear advantage in the period between 10~
- 104 years, especially for cycles with uranium recycling [4].

11.5 Non-proliferation

The properties of the thorium cycle concerning the issue of proliferation were
already systematically investigated at INFCE 16]. The recent revival of interest in
the thorium cycle, motivated by promises with respect to long lived waste, has
re-evocated the discussion on proliferation resistance of this cycle.
Advanced fuel cycles may differ in the expenditure (initial and recurrent) required
for meeting the technical safeguards objective. These costs may be high
compared with the current LWR fuel cycles, and in extreme cases the technical
principles of fuel cycle facilities may make it intrinsically impossible to meet the
IAEA Safeguards objective "to timely detect the diversion of a significant quantity
of nuclear material". So, the non-proliferation analysis should address to the
safeguardability of the thorium fuel cycle.

The front end stages of the thorium cycle, comprising mining and milling,
refining and fuel fabrication are very similar to the uranium fuel cycle. In order to
start-up the reactor or to extend the fuel bum-up period external U~ may be
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used as additional fissile material. To minimize the amount of transuranics
produced, the U2~ content of this uranium is preferably as low as possible, so
use of high enriched uranium HEU. Therefore fresh HEU has to be produced in
the enrichment plant and will be present in the fuel fabrication plant. HEU is a
direct-use weapon material. Although verification of HEU is technically
straightforward, severe requirements on the detection of misuse or diversion will
be demanded. Similar reasoning holds when plutonium is used as start-up or
make-up fuel.

When final disposal is selected as back end option, then no major discrepancies
are to be expected between safeguards issues of the disposal of spent uranium
fuels and spent thorium fuels, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
In the case of closed cycles with reprocessing the partitioned uranium in thorium
fuel cycles and partitioned plutonium in uranium fuel cycles, both direct-use
materials, will not only be of the same safeguards category of nuclear materials,
but also their quantities (annual throughput, Inventories) in commercial-scale
reprocessing plants will be similar. So, the same requirements on timeliness and
accuracy of material accountancy measures must be adopted to uranium in a
thorium reprocessing plant as to plutonium in a uranium reprocessing plant. On
the other hand the uranium, reprocessed from thorium fuel, will emit very
intensive y-radiation (Ey=2.6 MeV), which can be regarded as an additional
barrier against misuse.
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12. FISSION PRODUCT TRANSMUTATION

(K. Abrahams, J.L. KIoosterman, R.J.M. Konings and W.M.P. Franken)

In contrast to the situation for the actinides any thermal reactor could be used to
diminish the toxicity of fission products, and in principle even commercial LWRs
could be used to transmute Tc and perhaps also I. An efficient transmutation at
low flux would however require huge loadings of waste, additional fuel
enrichment and extra recanning and reprocessiog efforts. Reactors with a
somewhat higher flux (HWRs like CANDU) and with possibilities for refuelling on-
line, are therefore being studied. High-flux thermal reactors could be entirely
dedicated to transmutation, and moderated sub-assemblies of (high flux) fast
reactors might also have potentials. For large scale transmutation of long-lived
fission products a feasible and economic technology is however not yet available
as there are several limitations due to safety and cost aspects.
It is further noted that not all Tc and I is stored in the vitrified waste, as parts are
retained in the reprocessing plant. Only if Tc and I would be partitioned and
concentrated with high decontamination factors, it would make sense to consider
transmutation.

12.1 Partitioning of fission products

The gaseous fission products xenon (Xe) and krypton (Kr) and a large amount of
iodine will be liberated during the fuel dissolution, together with the gaseous
nitrogen oxides that have been formed by reduction of nitric acid. It is current
practice to release the noble gases Xe and Kr into the air, and the iodine into the
sea. However, technically iodine can be trapped, for instance, by reaction with an
aqueous alkali-solution:

3 12(g) + 6 NaOH(aq) = 5 Nal(aq) + NalO3(aq) + 3 HzO(1)

Other possibilities are the trapping by use of zeolite filter that is loaded by silver
or by a reaction with a mercury solution. The iodine separation efficiency for
modern industrial facilities is greater than 99%.

The chemical behaviour of technetium (Tc) in the reprocessing process is
complex. Technetium will be present for 45-70% of the inventory as pectechnate
ion, TcO4" in the aqueous solution; the concentration is about 40 mg/litre in the
PUREX-process. About 5% Tc in solution is extracted into the organic phase by
the forming of complexes of the type UO2(TcO4)~ and UO2(TcO~)(NO3) with TBP.
Presently, technetium is not partitioned from HLW. However, technically the
partitioning Is possible because Tc can form complexes (quinilline, pyridine,
tetraphenylarsonium) that can be extracted into non-polar solvents (benzene,
hexane):

TcO.~’(aq) + I(C6H~)4As]+(aq) = [(C~H~)~AsTcO4l(org)

Also extraction of Tc as anorganic complex (e.g NH4TcO~) in polar solvents
(acetone, cyclohexone, TBP) is possible. In this way, very pure technetium can be
obtained [1]. The separation efficiency of technetium will not be high because
25-50% remains in the poody soluble residue during the dissolution step of the
fuel.

Strontium-90 is one of the major generators of heat in nuclear waste. Its
presence greatly complicates waste handling and disposal. Recently, investigators
have examined the use of macrocyclic polyethers (i.e. crown ethers) for strontium
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extraction from nitric acid media in the so-called SREX (StRontium t~Xtraction)
process. Strontium is extracted from acidic (> 1 M HNO3) solutions using a 0.20
M solution of di-t-butylcyclohexano-18-crown-6 in l-octanol (DtBuCHI8C6-
octano]). Only strontium, barium, and technetium are appreciably extracted by
the crown ether. More than 99.7% of the strontium initially present in a feed
solution could be recovered in only three extraction stages [2]. The extracted
strontium could readily be stripped from the organic phase using either water or
dilute (<0.05 M) HNO~. Tests aiming to reveal the hydrolytic/radiolytic stability of
the process solvent were satisfactory: prolonged exposure of the process solvent
to nitric acid at elevated temperatures or to -< 50 Wh/L y radiation from a ~Co
source, produced essentially no deterioration in the extraction performance.

Recently, Horwitz et al. initiated research to develop processes that remove not
only actinides but also selected heat-producing and long-lived fission products,
for example, ~°Sr and 9~l’c in a single process [3,4]. A combined TRUEX-SREX
process will make a major impact on the economics of chemical treatment of
nuclear waste because it requires less space and equipment and would be easier
to control compared to Individual TRLIEX and SREX processes carried out in
tandem. Unfortunately, there are no data related to the process performance.

12.2 Transmutation of fission products

It has been shown in chapter 4 and in ref [5] that long-lived fission products
dominate the leakage dose-risks in unperturbed waste repositories. Therefore a
study has been made of possibilities to transmute Tc-99 and 1-129 in current
Heavy Water Reactors (HWR), Fast Reactors (FR) and Light Water Reactors
(LWR). An attempt has been made to give a ranking of the considered fission
reactors with respect to their Tc-99 transmutation capability. These reactors have
been ranked according to the relative transmutation rate (transmutation rate per
inventory) in table 12.1. This table shows that the transmutation half lives will be
long and that large inventories are required in order to increase the rate. Other
special-purpose high flux reactors (possibly driven by accelerators) could possibly
improve the prospects of transmutation of long-lived fission products somewhat;
however the cost level will increase as is indicated in chapter 10.

Table 12.1: Ranking of reactors with respect to Tc-99 transmutation
capability.

Reactor Configuration Inven- Trans- Half
tory mut- Life
(metric rate (a)
tons)

FR Moderated S/A in inner 2.7 122 15
core

FR Non-moderated S/A in 2.7 101 18
inner core

HWR Pin in moderator 3.8 106 25

LWR Pin in guide tube UO2 fuel 3.6 64 39

LWR Pin in guide tube MOX 1.9 17 77
fuel
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Not all possible configurations could be considered in this study. For example,
the transmutation of long-lived fission products in moderated subassemblies in
the blanket of a fast reactor has not been studied. When also economic
arguments are considered, this option could be advantageous over use of the
inner core, because of reduced impact on the core configuration and reactor
operation. Further information about these results can be found in reference [6]
and below a summary of this information is presented.

For the HWR, the CANDU type with a power of 935 MW~ as present in
Darlington (Can) has been used as a reference. Three cases have been discussed
in ref. [6], all with an equal initial amount of Tc-99 per fuel bundle. Case one
corresponds with a single Tc-99 target pin in the centre of each fuel bundle.
Case two corresponds with nine Tc-99 target pins in the outer ring of a fuel
bundle. This fuel bundle is assumed to be surrounded by eight fuel bundles
without Tc-99. Case three corresponds with the Tc-99 target pins positioned in
the moderator between the fuel bundles. All calculations have been done with the
Monte Carlo code KENO [6, 7]. It appeared that the transmutation half lives
range from 44 years for case one to 25 years for case three. The loaded amount
of Tc-99 in all cases equals about 3.8 tonnes, which is quite high. Case HWR-C
was shown to be the best of all three. With a gross transmutation rate of about
100 kg/a, and an own production of 20 kg!a, one HWR could serve about four
LWRs with equal power.

For calculations on transmutation of Tc-gg in a Fast Reactor (FR), the Su-
perph~nix reactor with a thermal power of 3000 MW was used as a reference
design. It was assumed that Tc-99 target pins are irradiated In a special
moderated subassembly and in a special non-moderated subassembly, both
loaded in the inner core of Superph~nix. Calculations on the irradiation of Tc-99
pins in a moderated subassembly used a geometric model with fuel pins, Tc-99
pins and moderator pins (containing Call2), all with the same diameter. Results
for irradiation of Tc-99 in a moderated subassembly in the inner core are given
in ref.[6] for the case where the outer three layers of pins in the moderated
subassembly are occupied with Tc-99 pins, and all inner layers in the moderated
subassembly are occupied with moderator pins. Also cases were treated, which
correspond to one more layer of pins of Tc-99 each case. Some enrichment is
needed to increase the value of k® for standard fuel at BOC to about 1.17. It
should be noted that this fuel enrichment for all cases exceeds 30~’%, which is at
present considered to be an upper limit. However, in the future such enrichment
values of 35 to 40~’% are likely to be allowed in fast reactors, like the one
designed in the French CAPRA programme. Also the Tc-99 inventories and the
gross transmutation rates are given in ref [6] together with calculations on Tc-99
in a non-moderated sub-assembly in the inner core of Superph~nix. Four cases
with different amounts of Tc-99 have been investigated. The transmutation half
lives are reasonably low, between 15 and 18 years. Also in this case the gross
Tc-99 transmutation rate might reach 100 kg/a, and also four 1000 MWe LWRs
could be served.

Transmutation of Tc-99 in PWRs has been studied in cooperation with
Belgonucl~aire. Within this cooperation, ECN has focused on transmutation of
Tc-99 in the control rod guide tubes of a PWR with adaptation of the fuel
enrichment. Furthermore, the influence of the Tc-99 density has been
investigated. Belgonucl~aire has focused on heterogeneous transmutation of Tc-
99 and 1-129 in the control rod guide tubes without adaptation of the fuel
enrichment [8]. This means that the rods containing the long-lived fission
products were assumed to be withdrawn from the core when the reactivity
balance required this. Homogeneous transmutation of Tc-99 and 1-129 in PWRs
(see ref. [8]) has been studied by Belgonucl~aire, with the commercially available
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code system WIMS and some cross section values that were based on JEF 2.2
and had been delivered by ECN-Petten.

With the Petten set of programs a PWR has been modelled with a power of 900
MW~. Calculations on transmutation of Tc-99 have been done for both a PWR
loaded with UO~ fuel, and a PWR loaded with UO2 fuel for three quarters of the
core and with MOX fuel for one quarter of the core. In both cases Tc-99 pins
with same diameter as fuel pins were modelled in the control rod guide tubes. In
the first case, the Tc-99 pins were modelled in all guide tubes of the core, in the
latter case only in the guide tubes of the MOX fuel. In both cases the enrichment
of the UO~ fuel was increased to achieve the same average k® as for the
corresponding core (full UO2 or one quarter MOX fuel) without Tc-99 pins.

Results for irradiation of Tc-99 pins in the control rod guide tubes of an UO2
fuelled core are given in table 12.2. The cases LWR-A to LWR-D correspond with
different Tc-99 densities in the target pins of 1, 2, 5 and 10,5 gcm"~,
respectively. It is assumed that the remaining space in the guide tubes is filled
with some inert matrix with zero cross section. Even for case LWR-A with Tc-99
density of only 1 g cm-3, the gross transmutation rate is larger than the
production rate of one 900 MW~ PWR, which equals about 18 kg/a.

Table 12.2: Results for cases LWR-A to LWR-D (full UO2 core). The
enrichment of standard fuel is 3.7~%.

Enrichm Invent Half
(metric rate life
tons) (kg!a) (a)

LWR-A 4.5 0.7 24 21

LWR-B 5.1 1.5 37 27

LWR-C 6.5 3.6 64 39

LWR-D 8.6 7.6 57

Results for irradiation of To99 pins in the control rod guide tubes of the MOX
fuel show that the transmutation half lives are about 50% larger than for the
corresponding cases LWR-A to LWR-D. This is mainly because of the tow
capture cross sections of Tc-99 in the harder neutron spectrum characteristic for
MOX fuel. Only for the case with Tc-99 density of 10.5 g cm"~, the gross
transmutation rate is large enough to compensate for the reactors own Tc-99
production (about 18 kg/a).

12.3 Demonstration experiment in HFR

At ECN the transmutation of the fission products technetium and iodine is being
investigated in the so-called RAS-1 experiment which is part of the EFTI’RA
cooperation [9]. The aim is the study of the material and irradiation behaviour of
selected samples, swelling in case of the technetium samples and chemical
interaction with the cladding material in case of the iodine samples.

To this purpose an irradiation facility for in-core tests in the High Flux Reactor in
Petten, has been constructed at ECN/JRC-IAM (see figure 12.1). It consists of a
standard REFA-140 rig which provides one controlled irradiation chanel for 1-3
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sample holders. A sample holder consists of a ring shaped aluminum block with
peripheral holes in which the targets can be positioned. The instumentation
consists of thermocouples and neutron fluence detector sets. The sample holder
is surrounded by three stainless steel containments with gaps for inert gas which
are used for temperature control [9,1

Nine samples have been prepared, three techetium and six iodine samples, their
positions are shown in Figure 12.2. The technetium samples were fabricated at
the Institute for Transuranmium Elements (ITU) in Karlsruhe. They consist of
casted mettalic rods which are encapsulated in 15-15 33 stainless steel. For the
iodine compounds, three different metal iodides have been selected on the basis
of an analysis of their neutronic and physico-chemical properties: cerium triiodide
(Cel3), sodium iodide (Nal) and lead diiodide (Pbl~). The samples, fabricated at
ECN, are also encapsulated in 15-15 Ti stainless steel. However, they do not
contain the radioactive 1~1 but the naturally occuring 1~71, as it was Impossible to
obtain and fabricate samples of the former. This subsitution will not affect the
outcome of the experiments as the transmutation process and chemical
behaviour of the two iodine nuclides are similar. The thermal neutron fluence
rate in the core position (C5) is about 2 10m m~ s"1, the irradiation temperature is
about 430°C. At this temperature, Pbl~ is in a molten state. The irradiation
started in April 1994 and will be stopped after 8 HFR cycles, in January 1995.
The expected transmutation rates are about 4 % for the technetium samples and
about 3 % for the iodine samples.

In France, CEA is planning an irradiation of similar technetium samples in the
Phenix reactor, the so-called ANTICORP experiment. This experiment is foreseen
in the second half of 1995.

Table 12.3. Test matrix and experimental conditions for the RAS-I experiment.

material Cel3 Pbl= Nal

number of samples 3 2 2 2

sample mass [g] 10.4 1.3 1.7 1.6

capsule volume [cm~] 1.45 1.6 1.6 1.6

irradiation time [cycles] 8 8 8 8

irradiation temperature [K] -710 -710 -710 -710

melting point [K] 2430 1033 683 934

transmutation rate per cycle 0.54 0.35 0.37 0.37
[%]
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Figure 12.1 Irradiation facility for the transmutation of fission products
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Iqgure 12.1 irradiation facility for the transmutation of fission productS
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Tc Nal

Cel~

Figure 12.2 The position of the target capsules in the sample holder of the
RAS-1 experiment.
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13. END SCENARIOS

(J.H. Bultman)

13.1 Introduction

One day, the nuclear era w~II come to an end. This could be within a few
decades or after nuclear power production for a very long period. We discuss
how the final actinide inventory could be reduced; the operation of an "end"

The considered end scenario is fairly simple; operate burners to reduce the
inventory of the nuclear fuel cycle at the end of the nuclear era, These burners
need actinlde fuel makeup every cycle. The fastest but most expensive way to
reduce the fuel cycle inventory is by operating as many burners as possible and
stop burners when new fuel makeup is needed. The slowest and cheapest way is
to operate only one burner until the complete fuel cycle inventory (except for the
inventory of the burner) is burned.

In this chapter the selected burner reactor types are a fast burner of the type
ALMR, discussed in chapter 9 and a modified molten salt reactor, studied in ref.
[4]. However, similar studies could be made for other types of burners, e.g.
accelerator-based systems as discussed in chapter 11,

~ LWRs
-- ALMR Burners

----- Optimized Burners

0
0 50 100 150 200

Operating Time[a]

Fig. 13.1. Transuranic inVentory as a function of operating time for three end
scenarios.
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In figure 13.1 the produced amounts of transuranic material for two possible
energy scenarios for the world are depicted. First, nuclear power production is
maintained for fifty years at the current level by operating current LWRs without
the reuse of any material. Second, the same power production is maintained, but
now special reactors are introduced to reduce the transuranic inventory. After .50
years, two burner types have been considered. One is the ALMR as developed by
General Electric, and one is an optimized burner (see for example the molten salt
transmuter as developed in [1]). Clearly, a large reduction of the transuranic
Inventory can be achieved. It is possible to operate nuclear power plants for
many years and still have less transuranic inventory at the end of the nuclear era.
For the fastest way, the burners have to be designed to burn as much actinide
material as possible relative to the inventory of the burner. A useful quantity to
measure this is the Inventory Transmutation Time (ITr), which Is the time
needed to burn an amount equal to the inventory of the burner [1]. If at the end
of the nuclear era, one starts up as many burner reactors as possible, then the
time needed to halve the initial inventory of all these burners is equal to
(In 2)-ITT. Once in a while, not enough fuel material is available to operate all
current burners. When this occurs, a burner is stopped and its fuel inventory is
used in the remaining burners. The burnup of the initial inventory is an
exponential curve given by exp(4!ITT). This relationship holds until the number of
burners is small. For the slowest way, i.e. one burner, the burner needs to burn
as much transuranic material as possible per unit of energy produced.

13.2 Conditions to Operate End Scenario

It has been demonstrated that, when reprocessing losses are smaller than 0.2%,
the amount of waste produced during 600 years or more of nuclear power
production is still smaller than one tenth of the inventory of actinides in the
nuclear fuel cycle [1]. Therefore, by adopting the end scenario, one can reduce
the total amount of waste produced by the whole nuclear era by more than a
factor 10. It has also been demonstrated that when reprocessing losses are larger
than 1.8%, the amount of waste produced after 100 years of operation is larger
than one tenth of the inventory of the fuel cycle [1]. If this is the case, the end
scenario will not lead to a significant reduction of nuclear waste.

13.3 Burner Optimization

To optimize a burner for burning transuranics, neutron captures in U-238 should
be minimized and the number of fissions in the transuranic material should be
maximized. Every capture in U-238 will produce a new transuranic nuclide,
namely Pu-239, whereas every fission of a transuranic isotope will reduce the
transuranics inventory. Therefore, the enrichment of the transuranic material
should be high, the microscopic fission cross sections of the transuranic material
should be high, and the microscopic capture cross section of U-238 should be
low.

When no U-238 is present, the net amount of transuranic material burnt is
completely determined by the energy production, which is proportional to the
power of the burner. Assuming an average mass number of 240, a thermal
efficiency of 33%, and a thermal energy produced per fission of 200 MeV, the
amount of transuranic material burnt per MWe annually is 1.2 kg. This is the
upper limit to the burning of transuranics. A once-through LWR produces about
0.3 kg of transuranic material per MW#. Therefore, a zero-growth scenario is
that for every four LWRs at least one burner reactor has to be operated.
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For a burner without U-238, the Inventory Transmutation Time is proportional to
the inventory and inversely proportional to the amount of transuranic material
burnt. The specific power is inversely proportional to the inventory, and thus the
Inventory Transmutation Time is inversely proportional to the product of the
specific power and the amount of transuranics burnt. Therefore, to minimize the
Inventory Transmutation Time, one has to maximize the amount of transuranic
material burnt and the specific power. To maximize the amount of transuranic
material burnt, one has to maximize the enrichment of transuranic material.

The Inventory Transmutation Time for ALMR burners is equal to about 40 years.
To reduce the fuel cycle inventory with about a factor of 100, one needs to
operate ALMRs for at least 300 years [1]. For the modified Molten Salt Reactor,
which operates completely on transuranics, the Inventory Transmutation Time
equals about 10 years [1]. A factor of 100 reduction of the fuel cycle inventory
can be accomplished in less than 70 years with this reactor.

13.4 Conclusions

An end scenario has been outlined, which could be adopted to reduce the fuel
cycle inventory at the end of the nuclear era. This would only be worthwhile if the
waste produced upto the end is small, i.e. the losses in reprocessing should be
small. The end scenario is to operate one or more burners to reduce the
inventory of transuranic material. The best burner is the one without uranium and
operated at the highest specific power leading to the highest burning rate.
Improving a design for burning transuranics may lead to a sizeable reduction in
time to operate the end scenario. Minimum operation times will be in the order
of about 70 years.

[1] J.H. Bultman, Transmutation of Actinides in Nuclear Reactor Systems,
PhD. Thesis Technological University of Delft, ISBN 90-9007889-4, 1995,
and ECN-R--95-004.
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14. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

In this chapter an executive summary is presented with comments on the status
of the programme and its continuation. After the initial three years RAS-
programme, resulting in the Dossier ’93 report and after completing the first year
of the current 4-years programme, it is important to assses what has been
achieved and what still has to be done. The RAS-programme has a rather broad
scope, covering all aspects of the partitioning and transmutation (P & T) of
actinides and long-lived fission products. It is of interest to see whether there is a
need to focus on a smaller amount of topics in the coming years. To this end
some recommendations are given in the text.

By now the RAS programme is mature and well underway on all topics conside-
red. This could only be achieved by embedding the programme in a number of
international projects, to which the RAS-programme contributes, but from which
also important feedback is obtained. A short description of the current 4-year
P-.AS programme is given in chapter 2 and a summary of the progress obtained
in 1994 is given in chapter 3. Since this chapter is rather short, it is not further
outlined here. The 1994 effort amounts to about 13 my. In total 22 reports and
publications were issued in 1994 (see chapter 15).

Reflections on objectives and risks

The objectives of the RAS-programme are subject of continuous reflection as
described in chapter 4. In order to give a contribution to an acceptable waste
management strategy, the main objectives remain reduction of the overall
radiotoxicity of waste as well as a reduction of residual risks of leakage of mobile
radioactive products from a repository. This leads to the necessity to remove
actinides (in particular Pu and Am) and mobile long-lived components (U, Np,
Tc-99, 1-129), respectively, from the waste, followed by recycling and
transmutation. It is, however, very difficult to assess priorities, because the
underlying rationale of the objectives Is to meet public concerns, which are
difficult to quantify.

Moreover, new research topics have emerged such as the study of reactor
systems with very low waste production (thorium cycle, see chapter 11) and the
study of methods to reduce current civil and military plutonium stocks {e.g. by
using MOX fuel, cf chapter 7). Also the risks of the partitioning and transmuta-
tion to the present generation are asked to be investigated, supplementary to the
(reduced) risks for future generations. This applies to radiological risks, but also
to proliferation risks. Recently it has been realized that the future radiological
risks of depleted or reprocessed uranium stocks need to be considered as well,
and that associated future radon emission should be accounted for. Chapter 4
gives a review of the progress on these points, based on analysis of the RAS
team. In contrast to the study on P & T there is little international cooperation
nor consensus on the above-mentioned topics. This applies in particular to
proliferation issues of P & T. ECN’s point of view is that the primary instrument
for non-proliferation should be a political one, e.g. the non-prolifation treaty and
that R & D effort should focus on providing adequate safeguards for advanced
fuel cycles. Since there is considerable public interest in these questions the RAS
programme explicitly includes information to the public.
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cor~--entrate on the analy~s of safi~guardal~ty ~ P & T and the deve~pment ~

proposed.

Separation chemistry

In order to keep the waste free from acfinides and long-lived fission products it is
rather essential to apply chemical separation techniques with very small losses.
The target value of these losses is of the order of 0.1%, which roughly speaking
leads to a reduction factor of 1000 in waste radiotoxicity after about 250 years,
when the majority of fission products has decayed. This reduction factor is not
reached in practice because (multiple) recycling leads to increased radiotoxic
inventories (and thus to larger losses in abso]uta sense). In order to quantify the
overall effect of P & T two reference scenarios are compared, one with direct
storage and one with P & T. The important quantities are the "waste" and the
"cycle" radiotoxicity reduction factors as a function of time. In a number of P & T
scenarios the waste reduction factor could become a factor of 100 to 1000 after
250 years of storage. The "cycle" radiotoxic inventory is defined as the total
radioactive inventory of reactor and waste together. The cycle inventory reduction
factor over a (long) period of reactor operation may in favourable scenarios
become a factor of 100, but only if a suitable "end scenario" is followed at the
end of a nuclear era, cf chapter 13.

Within the RAS programme the various chemical processes are reviewed in
chapter 5 and the main expectation is that actinides can be recovered in the
future with the required small losses. The most likely development in Europe is
the extension of the commercially well-known PUREX process for the extraction
of U and Pu, supplemented with other processes (TRUEX, DIAMEX and TRPO) to
extract minor actinides and fission products. For Am and Cm recovery there are
serious difficulties to remove rare earth fractions and additional group separation
of actinides and lanthanides is required to achieve the desired decontamination
factors. Here, advanced partitioning processes based on the use of functionalized
macrocyclic components in supported liquid membranes (SLM) may offer a
solution. A PhD study in this field has been initiated in 1994 in close co-
operation with the University of Twente. For fission products the requirements are
less stringent, but there is still a number of serious difficulties to overcome.

Fuel research, inert matrices

For transmutation the long-lived radionuclides are to be irradiated in a reactor,
either mixed in the fuel or in separate irradiation positions. Quite important
aspects are the chemistry and the material characteristics of the actinides or
fission products to be irradiated. These are investigated both experimentally and
theoretically in the RAS programme, often in cooperation with other (CAPRA-
programme or EFTTRA European cooperation). The experimental research
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includes thermodynamics, irradiations in the HFR or other facilities and post-
irradiation investigations. To this end a new Actinide Laboratory has been
designed and various irradiation facilities have been constructed in cooperation
with IAM-Pettan.

A relatively new research topic is that of inert matrices. The progress is described
in chapter 6. Inert matrices are used to dilute the fuel or long-lived material to be
irradiated. They also serve to obtain optimal targets for long irradiation periods.
In case of plutonium burning an inert matrix may be needed to replace part of -
or even all- U-238, thus avoiding the production of new plutonium during
irradiation. Similarly, for Am transmutation experiments, planned in the HFR, it is
necessary to dilute americium oxide with an inert matrix. For this reason a
number of "pure" Inert matrix materials are investigated, and at a later stage they
will be mixed with fissile matarial like U or Pu to test the behaviour under
irradiation conditions. Next, minor actinides like Am embedded in a carefully
selected inert matrix will be irradiated in the HFR. To this end some reactor
physics studies have been performed on the benefits of Am-transmutation in
thermal reactors and in particular on the irradiation experiment. It followed that a
rather long irradiation of americium in a thermal reactor is necessary for
transmutating americium and for fissioning the produced product nuclides.

The recommendation is to follow this line of research in close cooperation with
European (EFTrRA) partners and to concentrate on ECN’s own experimental and
theoretical research for applications in thermal reactor systems.

Role of LWRs, MOX

To achieve an acceptable waste management strategy is the most important
motive for the RAS-programme. The early Dutch choice for reprocessing and
vitrification of high level waste was based upon the idea of recycling uranium and
plutonium in future fast breeders. The recycling was first of all seen as an option
for improved resources utilization, but the fact that the resulting waste was largely
free from radiotoxic plutonium was also recognized.

One of the first questions studied in the RAS-programme was whether there was
a possibility to recycle the plutonium and also the other, "minor" actinides in
thermal reactors, rather than in fast reactors. Our understanding of what an LWR
can do in this respect has been increased considerably during the past period,
also due to our participation in the European Strategy Study that will be
completed in 1995. Some results of this study are summarized in chapter 7. It is
clear that an LWR can do more than earlier recognized and that certainly
plutonium recycling in MOX can be further optimized. However, the use of MOX
leads to increased concentrations of non-fissile Pu, Am and Cm isotopes,
causing a shift of radiotoxic elements to heavier masses, in particular in case of
multiple recycling without adding "fresh" plutonium. Also, the use of NOX (with
the present restriction of 30% loading) will only lead to a reduced growth of
plutonium produced, although the cycle radiotoxicity per unit of produced
electricity is not worsened. The recycling perspectives of minor acfintdes in LWRs
are marginal, although small admixtures of Am and Np in NOX (MINOX) may be
beneficial. Important objectives for using MOX are: a better use of resources and
a decline in the growth of plutonium (at the expense of more radiotoxicity due to
minor actinides). This picture will become different if the produced minor
actinides are partitioned and stored for future recycling in (fast) burners. The
possibility and potential of using 50% or full MOX cores has not yet been
investigated.

Since there are obvious advantages to introduce /’40X for better use of
resources, plutonium reduction and as an intermediate step towards P & T of
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Role of other thermal reactors, OVqDdl

So far the possible role of other reactor types in actinide recycling and
transmutation has not been fully Investigated. Keeping in mind that thermal
reactors are good 0-235 and Pu-239 burners, but also produce non-fissile
actinide isoptopes, it is difficult to predict the outcome of multiple recycling
without detailed analysis. In general the expectation is that high-mass actinides
like Cm isotopes will accumulate, leading to severe difficulties in the fuel cycle.
For this reason multiple recycling of MOX fuel in current LWRs is limited.

From the RAS-programme it became clear that the ideal transuranic burner does
not contain uranium, nor thorium, but instead transuranic fuel embedded in an
inert matrix. The lack of fertile fuel (such as (_1-238) may lead to safety problems,
related to temperature coefficients and a very large reactivity swing. Similar
problems are relevant in fast reactors. A large reactivity swing can be avoided by
frequent or even continuous loading, as is practized in HTGR (pebble bed) and
CAHDO designs and is proposed in molten-salt conceptual reactor designs (cf.
chapter 3). For this reason a special chapter (8) on heavy water reactors has
been included. Safety problems should be further studied.

Further clarification d th~ possibillities d thermal reactors ~ ~ o.~r~qt
LWRs is r~--omrn~x~l. To ~ ~nd the PJ~-programme ir~ludes an agreement
~ AEO_, Carmda to stud), the Potential of O~IDO reactors. For the study oF
H’FRs a Ph-D student will initate ~rk in 1995.

Role of fast reactors

Another conclusion that arises from the work reported in chapter 7 is that if
LWRs are still to be used for quite some time and waste radiotoxicity reduction is
requested, it is necessary to add additional reactors that utilize the plutonium and
the minor actinides. The traditional concept of using fast breeders works on the
long run because plutonium and uranium can be recycled and the plutonium
consumption may at last become in equilibrium with the production. There are
two new ideas: the first is to recycle also the minor actinides and the second is to
modify the fast breeder into a fast burner, at least for an interim period.

The first idea means a further purification of the "waste" from actinides and
subsequent recycling of minor actinides In fast breeders. This so-callod
"evo]ufionary route" has been studied extensively internationally and the main
conclusion is that massive introduction may lead - after a few centuries - to a
waste radiotoxicity reduction of two orders of magnitude, with equilibrium in
production and consumption of transuranics, provided that separation techniques
with typical losses of 0.1% are developed, cf chapter 7.

The second idea is to enhance the consumption of actinides by developing fast
burners, until the unwanted surplus is consumed. Safety aspects of fast burners
have been studied in the frame of the RAS programme for the PRISM reactor, cf
section 9. Fast burners may also play a role at the end of a nuclear era to
consume as much of the remaining actinides as possible (chapter 13), rather
than storing the remaining fuel as waste.
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to concentrate current studies on fast burners, rather than on fast breeders.
Furthermore, separation and partitioning techniques as ~ll as chemical and
matedal properties of actinide fuels should be investigated. The reactor physics
properties of advanced fast burners have been studied during a stay of an ECN
research fellow at General Electric, followed by a thesis and a number of
publications. The continuation of this ~rk in the European framework (French
CAPRA programme) has recently started with emphasis on safety aspects and
fuel chemistry. This seems an important route for the RAS-programme in the
coming )~.nrs, in spite of the present public dislike of fast reactors. The aim is to
enhance safety by innovative design of core and fuel.

Accelerator-based systems

During the RAS programme a much better understanding has been obtained of
important advantages and disadvantages of accelerator-based systems, cf.
chapter 10. It is most instructive to see the accelerator as a supplier of additional
neutrons to a subcritical assembly. There are two types of advantages: an
increased safety feature for mitigation or exclusion of reactivity accidents and
supply of additional neutrons that can be used to facilitate transmutation and!or
recycling. Drawbacks are mainly the economics, the complexity and the possible
safety risks of the new technology. It is a challenge for reactor physicists to
design critical reactors with favourable characteristics, avoiding accelerators.
However, the role of accelerators could become important if the high safety limits
for the design of new types of burners cannot be met. Moreover, new ideas on
nuclear energy generation from respected scientists of other disciplines deserve
serious investigation.

The RAS-programme includes a project to follow these developments and
contributes to international research with a specific contribution on nuclear data,
essential for the study of accelerator-based designs. It is recommended to
continue this internationally highly appreciated effort in cooperation with
international organizations (NEA, EU) and nuclear physicists from universities. Of
paflJcular interest is the study of the recent CERN concept.

Thorium cycle

A generic study of the thorium cycle, including reactor physics, separation
chemistry, fuel fabrication and non-proliferation aspects, was started in 1994.
Some first results and observations are given in chapter 11. The main objective
to study the thorium cycle was to investigate whether the actinide production of
reactors operating on the thorium cycle could be lower than in current reactor
cycles. The obvious idea is that less heavy-mass actinides are formed. It turned
out that, although this is certainly true, there are other - lighter - actlnides
produced like Pa- and U- isotopes that also contribute to long-lived radiotoxicity.
First results show that there may be a clear advantage in the period between
1,000 and 10,000 years. This observation needs in-depth verification, because it
may depend on the assumptions made in the calculations. The other aspect of
the thorium cycle is that net breeding of U-233 is extremely difficult and
therefore additional feed fuel or neutrons from an accelerator should be
suppplled. In spite of these problems the thorium cycle needs to be evaluated
further, because (i) its promises for low radiotoxicity, (ll) its use of additional
resources, (iii) no problem with U-railings from enrichment and (iv) its possible
use in combination with accelerators (e.g. CERN concept).

It is recommended to continue this generic thorium study, in cooperation with
other European groups, with emphasis on the possibility of low ~aste production
and recycling. Existing relations with AECL and KFA-J~ch should be used to
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Fission products

With the completion of the European Strategy Study in 1995 to which ECN has
specially contributed with the item long-lived fission products, the theoretical part
of the RAS-programme on fission product transmutation is nearly finished. Both
on motivation and on actual possibilities of partitioning and transmutation of
mobile, long-lived fission products a great deal of knowledge has been
accumulated, cf chapters 4.5 and 12. In fact the studies concentrated on Tc-99
and 1-129, because these are the nuclides of most concern. The conclusion is
that transmutation is possible, but that it requires a very high neutron fluence
and thus In practice a long transmutation time. More worrying are the rather
large inventories required. Still, it can be achieved from a physics point of view.
Less sure are the possibilities for separation and the behaviour of material and
cladding. To study the last-mentioned aspects an irradiation experiment was
initiated at ECN in the framework of the international EFFFRA programme.
Results are expected in 1995.

experiments. For separation ¢Ile..mi~ international tedmoloy ~tch is n~cl.
Separation of fission products, follo~:l by chemical immobilization and storage
is an emerginfl new resemch topic, advocated in the US.

End scenarios

Any reactor system produces waste. This waste should be minimized and the
long-lived radiotoxic elements should be kept out as much as possible by
chemical partitioning. Still, some traces will remain and it is a challenge to
minimize their risks by proper waste management and storage. The radiotoxic
elements that are separated should be recycled and preferably transmuted into
stable or short-lived nuclides. However, at the end of a nuclear era one still has
to deal with an appreciable amount of radiotoxic material which should not be
considered as waste. Rather than storing this material, one should burn it in
specially designed reactors, which are gradually shut down. This subject is
discussed in chapter 13, based upon ECN studies with the fast PRISM burner
reactor. The conclusion is that there are possibilities to come to appreciable
reductions of this cycle inventory, while producing energy. These scenarios are
only of interest if society has enough time to phase out nuclear energy.

Follow-up studies are of intezest not only to show possible strategies to stop
nuclear electrk:ity production without adding a large volume of waste to the
repositodes, but also to show the full potential of P & T for a s~:able nudear

Conclusion

During the past period a great deal of experience has been gained. Reviews have
been made of P & T in general, the separation and partitioning issues, the
possibilities of the "evolutionary route" using thermal and fast reactors, the
potential of the Integral Fast Reactor, accelerator-based systems and the thorium
cycle. Experimental research has been accelerated by building irradiation facilities
in cooperation with IAM, Petten. In addition a special Actinide Laboratory has
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been designed for supporting the experimental activities in the coming years. A
number of samples of Tc and I were inserted in the HFR research reactor and
plans are made to continue the irradiations with inert matrices and actinides.
International collaborations are well-established and the project is monitored
twice a year by a review committee.

The authors recommend that further research on P & T in the framework of the
RAS programme should concentrate on the following items:

1. Evaluate benefits and drm~backs of P & T, including risk assessment and
non-proliferation issues.

2. Follow ~nd re~e~ international parl~tioning developments. Contdbute to the
development of the SL~ technique for the separation of trivalent actinides
and lanthanides.

3. Concentrate on fuel research for targets for transmutation, with emphasis on
the role of ine~t ma~ces in combination with Pu and Am, in cooperation
with EFTTRA and other paCmers.

4. Concentrate on the study of a higher percentage of MOX in LWRs, preferably
in the framework of industrial cooperation.

5. Review possible advantages of CANDU and HTR reactors from the ~m
fives Of waste and Pu-buming, in cooperation with AECL and KFA.

6. Contribute to the CAPRA programme on fast burners with reactor physics
and fuel research.

7. Follow developments of accelerator-based systems and g’we a special R 6 D
contribution, in cooperation with NEA, EU and KVI, Groningen.

8. Review options of the thodum cycle for various reactor systems, including
accelerator-based systems, in cooperation with EU partners and AEC’L.

9. Finalize fission-product studies in 1995, apart from HFR irradiation and Ix)st-
irradiation investigations.

10. Continue contributions to strategy studies, in particular those related to sta-
ble nuclear energy production and pbasing-out options.
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16. ACRONYMS

AEA
AECL
ALMR
ATW
BN
BNFL
BNL
BOC
BWR
CANDU
CAPRA
CEA
CEC
CERN
COGEMA

COVRA

DIAMEX
DUPIC
EAF
EAR
EC
ECN

EdF
EFR
EFTTRA

ENGINE

EOC
EU
EZ

FBR
FEA
FR
GE
GKN
GWd/tU
GWe
HEU
HLW
HFR
HTGR
HM
HTR
IAEA
IAM
ICRP
IFR
INFCE
IRI

Atomic Energy Authority
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor
Accelerator Transmutation of Waste
Belgo Nucl~aire
Britisch Nuclear Fuels Ltd
Brookhaven National Laboratories
Begin Of Cycle
Boiling Water Reactor
CANadian Deuterium Uranium reactor
Consommatlon Acru~ de Plutonium darts r~actuers RApide
Commissariat a l’Energie Atomique
Commission of the European Communities
Centre European Recherche Nucleaire
’Compagnie G~n~rale des Mati~res Nucl~aires’, French operator of
a reprocessing facility
Centrale Organisatie Voor Radioactief Afval
(Central Organisation for Radioactive Waste in the Netherlands)
DIAMide EXtraction
Direct Use of spent PWR fuel In CANDU
European Activation File
Estimated Additional Resources
European Community
Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland
(Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECN)
Electricit~ de France
European Fast Reactor
Experimental Feasibility of Targets for TRAnsmutation, joint
venture for experimental research with the following partners: CEA,
ECN, EdF, KfK, IAM, ITU
ENergy Generation In the Natural Environment, ECN research
programme
End Of Cycle
European Union
Ministerie van Economische Zaken
(Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs)
Fast Breeder Reactor
Fast Energy Amplifier
Fast Reactor
General Electric
Gemeenschappelijke Kemenergiecentrale Nederland
Gigawatt-day per ton Uranium

High Enriched Uranium
High-Level radioactive Waste
High Flux Reactor
High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor
Heavy Metal
High Temperature Reactor
International Atomic Energy Agency
Institute for Advanced Materials (CEC, Petten)
International Commission on Radiation Protection
Integral Fast Reactor
International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
Interfacultair Reactor Instituut
(Interfaculty Nuclear Reactor Institute, Delft, the Netherlands)
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fFF
ITU
JAERI
JEF
JENDL
JRC-IAM
KEMA
KFA
KfK
KVI

LEU
LLW
LMFBR
LSO
LWBR
LWR
MINOX
MOX
MWd
MW(e)
MWh

NNWS
NPT
NW
NWS
OECD
OMEGA

OPLA

OREOX
ORNL
P&T
Ph~nix
PHOENIX
PRISM
PSA
PUREX
PWR
PWR-N4
PAR
PAS

REPU
SLM
SOLEX
SRX
Super-Ph6nix
SVE
THOREX
TOP
TRPO
TRUEX

Inventory Transmutation Time
Institute for Transuran[c Elements (CEC, Karlsruhe)
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Joint Evaluated File
Japan Evaluated Nuclear Data Library
Joint Research Centre - Institute for Advanced Materials
NV tot Keuring van Elektroteehnische Materialen
KemForschungsAnlage (Jhlich)
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (new name: FZK)
Kemfysisch Versneller Instituut
(Nuclear Physics Accelerator Institute, Groningen, the Netherlands)
Low Enriched Uranium
Low Level radioactive Waste
Uquid Metal cooled Fast Breeder Reactor
Laboratodum voor Sterk-radioactieve Objecten
Light-Water Breeder Reactor
Ught-Water Reactor
Mixed Oxide with ’minor’ actinides
Mixed Oxide (U and Pu oxide mixture)
Megawatt-days
Megawatt electric power
Megawatt-hour
Nuclear Energy Agency of OECD
Nuclear Materials Accountancy
Non-Nuclear Weapon States
Non-Proliferation Treaty
Nuclear Weapon
Nuclear Weapon States
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, Paris
Options for Making Extra Gains from Aetinides, Japanese project,
supported by NEA
Programma voor OPslag van radioactief afval te LAnd (Research
programme for storage of nuclear waste in the Netherlands)
Ory reprocessing technique
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Partitioning and Transmutation
French fast research reactor with liquid sodium as a coolant
BNL design of a facility for transmutation of nuclear waste
American design for a fast liquid sodium-cooled reactor ALMR)
Probabilistic Safety Analysis
Plutonium Uranium Refining by EXtraction
Pressurised Water Reactor
French LWR of the Pressurised Water Reactor type
Reasonably Assured Resources
Integraal Programma voor Recycling van Actiniden en Splijtings-
produkten (Integral programme for recycling and transmutation of
actinides and fission products)
REProcessed Uranium
Supported Liquid Membrane technique
SOL-gel EXtraction process
StRontium Extraction
French fast power reactor with liquid sodium as a coolant
Sodium Void Effect
THOrium EXtraction
Transient Over Power
TRialkyl Phosphine Oxide extraction
TransUranium Extraction
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TRUEX
XRF

TransUranium EXtraction
X-Ray Fluorescence

16. Acronyms
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